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How easy it is to think over a matter
when necessity confronte
one! How
hard it in to bring the mind to focus upou
r. f. SMITH,
a possible future necessity and figure out
the best way to meet it! To-day in three
Attorney at Law,
ieadiug tarm papers are articles about
MAINE.
ΝΟΒΛΑΥ,
Each
summer silos and their benefits.
Collections a Special!
k
i:
tells of sborteued crops of hay and grains,
gurD<
save the corn crop.
That iu some way—
ou
rfKSKICK A KARK.
good land—seems always to pull
through, and the advice of these journals
Attorneys at Law,
is to build silos now, pat in all the corn
MAIN·.
crop and if possible have a silo tilled for
BllervC.Pari
Aiitoo. K· Herrlv-k.
next summer.
The evidence is that the
silage fed, knows no summer
dairy,
t « ROUNDS,
drouth. How the summer pastures last
year were burned by the long drouth! It
Dentist,
was buy feed,
buy more, all summer.
This summer the drouth was—and is—
ME.
NORWAY,
Ht
BLOCK,
lit
long, and the sun, with withering heat,
iltf burned and scorched the pastures into
» to Ιβ—1 to J.
t « I!
almost deserts over whole sections, and
The man who las»
its end is not yet.
year planned for the summer silo and
executed his plan, this season has his reward for thinking a year ahead.
We.
14 Main St., Norway,
It is to be doubted if the dairvmen of
this country have anything like a full apprécia'ion of the corn plant in the economies of the dairv. All over the country
—save in a few favored areas—the grain
crops, the meadows and the like have
been fir below half the average in yield,
but where the corn crop was planted on
go.id ground, cultivated shallow and freLead
of
Ν
;
Pipe
All Κ
quently, the corn is promising. Δ cultivated crop always passes through a
and Iron.
drouth with far less injury thau those
134-11.
T«l«phvB«
crops where cultivation is impossible.
This year the com crop is the dairy
man's best hold, and never was It more
j. WALDO
iu evidence that this crop should go into
silos, and its last possible food content
be saved and used in stock feeding, and
many a man will see for the first
time that an acre of good corn siloed
rear
Matonio
Block,
TeTt :·Iβ Street,
feeds, acre against acre, as much as any
NORWAY. other four acres of his farm, and as for
Triepno»· Connection.
pasture land, as it runs, an acre of Blue
Ridge silage feeds against eight acres of
average pasture in a droutby year.
Look at the food value of an acre of
full growth silage. At the Ohio station
sach an acre produced in the neighborJeweler and Graduate Optician.
hood of eight thousand pouuds of digestible food solids, practically equal in
amount to the solids in eleven tons of
no equal in the
I liav, and this silage had fed
against the
winter, and io summer
best pasture grass in rtsults. It is in
evidence that many a farmer last winter
with a large store]of corn fodder lost iu
unconnumed stalks enough value to have
erected a silo.
Another evidence of the value of the
MAINE.
summer silo is the fact that where silage
is made from well eared and near-mature
corn very little grain is needed, the best
at most beiug one pound «if cottonseed
A Reliable
meal dailv. Mv neighbor all through the
verv bad drouth of 1910 fed forty pounds
of silage daily, with no erain. and no
dairy milked better than did his and the
il quickly atxorbed.
same tbiug is
being repeated this year
t <«« R(4i*l at Onc&
with as great satisfaction. All evidence
soothes,
reported is of the same satisfactory tenor.
h··». and protect*
The treud of investigation is that next to
tlie ti:-» oj>o(Î mem.
a large producing cow the solution of
bran ο r>. nuking from
the dairy problem is greater amounts of
C»tu rh and drives
available foods on fewer acres and bridg»w»t a Cold in the
ing over drouths with less demand upon
H«.i Î 'juickly.
the feed mills. The bigc >rn crop and the
ΓΓ\/ΓΠ
i;|JAV
ι Lvun summer and winter silo seem the most
it
':ie s-umiiof ΠΗΙ
Τα:·· and Suit· 11. Fulleiz»* 50 cts., at Drug- sure solution of this problem. A 300
guts r by mail. Iu li<|uid form, 75 cents. acre farm and a 30 cow dairy seem out of
Sly Brothers, 5t> Warn; 11 Street, N*jw York. all reasonable

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
Repairing,

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

HILLS,

M Prices in Oxford County.
NORWAY,

CATARRH

Remedy

Ely's Cream Balm

proportion.
grea' deprecating

things
One of the
about dairying in the past has been that
too little attention was paid to it from
start to finish; no regard was paid to the
cow or her aucest-y. her feeding, development, stable or sauitation. It was a
catch as-catch cau with the cow, and she
caught for herself first. Now the dairyman is compelled to be painstaking with
the barn end of the dairying; the importance of the cow part of it is becoming
more apparent to the farmer, and men
are asking. What kind of a cow and what
breed do I want for ray dairy to meet the
Ε. U. (IIIVDUK,
market demand ? So dairies are coming
to carry breed lines in looks and type;
sires from noted milking strains are being purchased; feeds are being more dis
of
WINDOWS
nay criminately purchased; more silos are
\v
furnl*h DOORS an·!
Hie or Style lit r««u»oo»ble prlcce.
being erected; more promising heifer
calves are raised and fewer cows are
purchased. All over the Western Re
serve there has been a springing up of
If t: »int of any kin·! of Flnleb for Iustie 01
dairvmen who actually know cows, know
Out*·
wurk, send In your orilera. fine Lum
breed lines, take stock in prepotency
Mt «a : ahlnelee oo hand Cheap for Cash.
and type and now own great producing
herds, and are selling the surplus at
and Job Work. surprising
figures to their neighbors
These meu were
to better their herds.
Matched Pine Sheathing for Hale.
Dot inspired by city inspectors to do betGovernor
ter, but, like a famous old War
ι·:, w. (Η4\οιι:κ,
of the West they "seen their duty and
Maint-.
*·*'. ^utnncr,
done it," and made dairying a study
and even a profession, not by self inspired performance, but they sought out
A. C.
the best aud made application of it as
they could best adapt it to their needs,
Watch15 veirs expert
and have actually become famous iu their
maker with Bigelow line. These men fiud no hardship iu
Kennard it Co., Boston. better methods and appliances in sauitaWhile
tion and fencing up frog-ponde.
it may seem irksome to some to have
Work
the
in
All
their paths pointed out to them,
(Juaranteed.
long run it will be found that the better
way has uo roads crossing It at angles,
and the highways of best dairying run to
of
the
A little out
way

I Μ*.
^ cu'^1'"^"'w^k!.0

1

ι

Hen mm

Sw'
Sx**<
^LTsVTïrïiï
ÏÏV ''V£w^rkS,"î°*

^»Άΐ?

Builders' Finish !

Also Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing

LORD,

one

but it pays to walk.

ai:ns.

prospective

point.—John Gould,

Ohio, iu Tribune Farmer.

watches, clocks
AND JEWELKl'.

Reciprocity

and Aroostook

Farming.

Hud. Peter Charles Ksegan wae io
Portland the otber day aud a reporter
quizzed hitu as to the result of reciprocity
in Aroostook as well as other matters,
Men
ileie was what he said:
*<» iearn Auto driving and repairing.
"It looks as though Aroostook were to
Thorough mechanical traininghave a bumper crep of potatoes. The
>prinjf positions will open soon. We can outlook for a large crop is good, better
double your salary. l'articulant free.
than it bas been at this time io otber
U AM LIN FOSTER AUTO CO..
years."
454 4ôti Fore St., Portland, Me.
»-tf
"What do the Aroostook people think
of the reciprocity treaty?"
"1 am afraid that the farmers don't like
it very well," said Mr. Keegao. .·*! believe they are more frightened than is
oeccesaary and that it will not hurt them
Between Portland and Boston.
as much as they fear it will.
Car* owe way |I.M. Uouud Trip I'i.lH
"My owo opinion is that reciprocity
will force our people into
Steamships BAY STATE and HAN with Canada
SUM B. FULLER leave Franklin wTiarf diversified farming which it the one
which AroosPortland, week days at 7 P. M Sundayi thing above all others
took couuty needs. Io the past, you
S p. m.
one year the Aroostook farmer
l)ay trip· to Boaton, Tuesday, Thurs know,
a fortune, the next year he has
made
has
day and Saturday, 7 A. m.
made a failure of his crop and mortgaged
Lis farm while the third year be has been
Returnlnc
has
Leave Central Wharf, Boston, dail; forced to go into bankruptcy. It
been a gamble with him always with the
*t 7 p. M.
of making big money and a
Day trip· to Portland, leave Indi prospects
of losing all he baa. I do not beWharf Mouday, Wednesday and Friday chance
lieve it bas a good moral effect upon our
9 ▲. M.
men and the only thing that will
,
young
at
on
sale
principe
coudltion is divers!·
Through tickets
inprove the general
it
railroad station·.
tied farming. If we bring that about
J. F. L1SC0MB, General Agent,
will help Aroostook and Maine aa well,
Portland, Me.
and I think that reciprocity with Canada
will be the thing that will do It."
With

OptouietrUi Parnieuter, Norway, Me.

Wanted

[astern Steamship Company.

Wanted.
Everybody

to save their RAGS, RUI
Ma
BBKS AND METALS for me.
orders promptly attended to. 1 also bu y

Poultry.
Si-lyr.

j

NORMAN Ν. Κ
Bo*

LAIN,

817, Norway, Maine.

Telephone Connection.

Sheathing.

Sprvce
*5ti

and fir.

J.

For sale

by

A. KENNEY,
South Pari·.

#th*A

use

proj-

I
years many old orchard» have be
chased with this object in view.
The neglected orchard is the usua
thing in New England and the w0''-care ;
for orchard the exception, in »"
tion can be found apple orchard·!;hat are
not so profitable as they should be. Some,
consisting mostly of small Ρ'·°ι'ηβ
around old homesteads, were sta
ing the early part of the last century and
have passed their period of °eefu,"e"
dimenslo,
Others, of more
y
were planted about 18o0, and if
been properly cared for they would be
producing profitable crops at the Pre*f°
time
There are also many others, that

pretentious

W in

which,

from twenty
£e
rational
under

to

forty years,

should be producing maximnm profits.
As no two orchards are just alike, each
will require special treatment, and for
this reason it is impossible to lay down
any hard-and-fast rules to be followed in
all cases of orchard renovation. Though
it is true that in some orchards particular attention should be given to one or
more phases of the renovating ΡΓ°°βββ·
the best results will come ,Γ0®
the very best treatment all
\.fter going to the expense of °ult'%ati')n
ind fertilization it would be «hort-sight«d policy to allow the apples to he eaten
by worms or to be disfigured y
J
Orchard renovation is necessarily a .pinvenating process, and the treatment,
as
tha'
eame
is
the
some modification,
required for a young orchard. The trees,
ifter being stimulated into actmty, a
maintained in a healthy condition by
regular methods of tilling, feeding, pruning and spraying. The severity of treatment will depend largely upon the condition of the trees.—Country Gentleman.

*'v.lnc

alon*,^®

High

Value ol Skim-Mil*.

It has been demonstrated by careful
experiments in feediug that skim milk
hrs a feeding value from 20 cents to a

lollar per 100 pounds. Its value depends
upon tbe kind of animal receiving it for
food and the way it is fed.
Perhaps the greatest value derived from
ikim milk feeding is in the case of young
«limais—calves, young p'g* and brooder
-hicks. Pigs and calves by nature thrive
best on mother's milk, warm and sweet
from the udder. Young pigs a few weeks
previous to weaning begin to take other
'oods than milk from the sow if they can
»et it
Fresh, warm, skim-milk is tbe
iest food that can be given them at this
inie of life. If it ■« furnished warm and
fresh from the separator it is almost as
jood as that from the sow. It furnishes
•hem just the needed materials for good
levelopment of bone and flesh. It keeps
;bem growing, thrifty and healthy, giving them a fine early start in life, which
s half the battle in growing pigs pr«fatat>ly. It is also one of the beet soft feeds
for pigs and bogs of all ages, either by
tself or mixed with mashes or slops. It.
value in feeding may run as h,K* "I
:ents per 100 pounds, according to the

,FThV highest

value of "kirn milk for
feeding has been obtained with chickens.
some cases running as high as $1 per
L00 pounds, ami in special cases mue
tiigher. It is especially good for young
hicks, as for pig" and calves, and
rijr for hens for egg production, as we I
l8 for feed for growing broilers or roast
It can be safely fed to poultry in
;rs.

In

supe^

^The^average
ind chickens

farmer who keeps pig"
do no better with
jairy products than to "«"Λ® cream or
butter and reserve all of the skim-milk
for home feeding. In this way tbe prodact is economically marketed, and b>
keeping and feeding it at home the annual feed bille for these animale are
can

materially reduced.—Exchange.

Establish Your Market.
Nothing is more disheartening tba"to
,ee young persons trying hard to do wba
they do not know how to accomplish. A
îasein point. We were standing in a
hotel office the other morning in a countrv village of some pretensions when a

COFfWGHT IWO

ι

Q-

breathed quickly. "I would do it this
1 would help you to
Instant m'seur.
escape If It were In any way possible.
But they are In the room at the head
of the stair, waiting. At 6"—
"At 6—what then?" urged Howland.
••My God. man. what makes yoo look
,0? What Is to happen at 87*·

"1 bave no time to lose in further
talk like this, m'seur." be said almost
harshly. "They know now that it was
I who fought for you and for Meleese
They know
on the Great North trail.
that it Is 1 wbo saved you at Wekusko.
Meleese can no more save me than
ebe can save you. and to make my
task a little harder, they have made
me

their messenger, and"—

Again he stopped, choking for words.
"Their executioner, m'seur."
-Great God!" Bowland gasped.
"First I am to tell you a story,
m'seur." continued Crolsset. letting
bis reddened eyes to the engineer s.
Mlt will not be long, and I pray the

Virgin to make you understand It as
people of the north understand It.
It begins sixteen years ago."
"1 shall understand. Jean." whispered Rowland; "Go on."
we

**It

was

at

one

of the company β

posts that It happened." Jean began,
"and the story has to do with le
the

m'seur.

factor

and

his

wife.

L'Ange Blanc-that Is what she was
called, m'seur—the white angel. Mon
Dieu, how we loved her! Not with a
wicked love, m'seur. but with something very near to that which we give
And our love was
our Blessed Virgin.
but a pitiful -thing when compared
with the love of these two. each for

She was beautiful, glorithe other.
ously beautiful as we know women up
in the big snows; like Meleese. who
was the youngest of their children.
"Ours was the happiest post In all
this great northiand. m'seur." continued Croisset after a moment's pause,

"and it was all because of this woman
and the man. but mostly because of
the woman. And when the little Me·
leese came—she was the first white tfirl
baby that any of us had ever seen-our
love for these two became something

that I foar was almost a sacrilege to
Dear Lady of God. Perhaps you
cannot understand such a love, m seur.
1 know that It cannot be understood
down In that world which you call civilization. for I have been there and
We would have died for
have seen
our

the little Meleese and the other MeAnd also, m seur.
leese her mother.
we would have killed our own brothers
bad they as much as spoken a word
against them or cast at the mother
even as much as a look which was not
the purest. That is how we loved her

sixteen years ago this winter, m seur.
aud that is how we love her memory

still·"

fa-

"She Is dead." uttered Howlaud.
cetting in these tense moments the slg
niQcance Jean's story might hold for

hi"Yes.

Shall 1
she Is dead, m'seur.
tell you how she died?"
Crolsset sprang to his feet, his eyes
flashing, his lithe body twitching like
a wolf's as he stood for an instant half

TJn.

k*Croisset

comPre|hen8lû^ollt^

In fact, no
are their ligaments
colt should be put
ploughing and harrowing until their muscles have been
slowly enured to other classes of work on
A young horse
some wheeled vehicle.
can be used at hauling manure or a wagon or may be bitched to a land roller or
grain drill even with far greater safety,
and do fairly good work all day than tbey
can do a full hour's steady work on a
plough or harrow, as there is a constant
let up of the pressure on the shoulder
and the propelling mnscles of the hind
limbs.. It is the steady pull that tires
and weakens; not the short pulls. Keep
Conservation of bird life is one of the this In mind all who have colts to work
ideas which are gaining prominence in into team horaes, and you will save manv
the new agriculture. The usefulness of a colt from blemishes.—C. D. Smead, V.
S., answering correspondent.
birds is beginning to be realised.
bones.

happened then, m'seur? Just this:
While the man flend urged on his dogs
tbe son Bred back with a rifle, and one

nf bis bullets went straight through
the heart of tbe pursuing factor, so
that In the space of one day and one
night the little Meleese was made both
motherless and fatherless by these two
whom the devil had sent to destroy the

most beautiful thing we bare ever
known In this north. Ah. m'seur, you
turn white! Does it bring a vision to
of
you now? Do you bear the crack
that rifle? Can you see"—
"My God!" gasped Howland. Even
now be understood nothing of what
to him—for
this tragedy might
got everything but that he was listening to the terrible tragedy that bad
come to tbe woman who was the moth
mean

Saving waste is generally a good
Writers, some of whom are practical
method for making protit. Almost any- farmers, differ very much in their apprebe
it
will
where
body can find places
ciation of millet, some saying that tbey
of the girl be loved.
never sow It eicept under protest, while w
possible to save wast·.
escaped, m'seur."
"They
as tbey have
It
be
others
that
sown,
urge
weathei
Daj by day during the warm
found It valuable for feeding stock—both
With a deep breath Howland sank
take a bit more pains in having everyof horses and cowa. There is no question back. In a moment be leaned again
thing about the dairy in the very pink
that the method of treating the bay la toward Jean as he saw come into the
cleanliness.
largely responsible for the difference of Frenchman's eyes a slumbering Are
Is
by many opinion regaruing the valneof millet, bnt
Fruit growing aud poultry
later blazed into
tbla Is true respecting clover, timothy that a few seconds
business
nominabelieved to be a good
when he drew slowmalignity
lin·.
vengeful
and
all
World.
tion in the agricultural
bay crops.—Rural

ly tnu»

/
/

He dropped a folded bit of paper on
the
table.
Mechanically Howland
Stunned and speechreached for it
less. cold with the horror of bis death
sentence, be smoothed out the note.
There were only a few words, apparently written in great haste:

small parcel
buckskin.

an

taakte poffcst oi Jdf .çoat $

wrapped and

tied In soft

,

"They

„

have sent you this, m8eur·
"
'At the very last,· they told
he said.
"
me. "let him read this.·

With his eyes on the parcel, scarcely breathing. Rowland waited while
with exasperating slowness Croissete
browu fingers untied the cord that se-

hind?

I have been praying for you all night
If God falls to answer my prayer· I will
still do as I have promised and follow
MKI,«EE8E.
you.
He heard a movement and lifted bis

Tick—tick—tick—tick-

He counted the beating of his watcb
up to twenty. A sound stopped bim
then, and he closed his eyes, and a
great shiver passed through bis body.
It was tbe tiny bell of bis watcb

Jean was gone. The door was
swinging slowly inward. He beard the
wooden bolt slip Into place, and after
that there was not even the sound of
a moccasined foot stealing through the
outer darkness.
eyes.

off the hour of six!
Scarcely hud thut sound ceased to
ring In his braiu when from far
through tbe darkness beyond the wall
of his prisou there came a creaking
noise as if a heavy door had been
swung slowly on its hinges or a trap
opened, then voices, low, quick, eicited
voices, the hurrying tread of feet, α
flash of light shooting through the
gloom. They were coming. After all.
it was not to be a private affair, and
Jean was to do his killing as the bung
man's Job is done in civilization—before α crowd. Uowland's arms drop
ped to hie side. This was more terri
ble than the other—this seeing and
hearing of preparation, in which he

tinkling

cured it.

"First you must understand what
this meant to us in the north, m'seur.
said Jean, his hands covering the par
eel after he had finished with the cord
"We are different who live up heredifferent from those who live
With us a lifetime
real and beyond.
Is not too long to spend in avenging a
cruel wrong. It Is our honor of the

injdont-

i was fifteen then and had
north.
been fostered by the factor and his
wife since the day my mother died of
the smallpox and I dragged myself
into the post, almost dead of stana
was
tlon. So it happened
a brother to Meleese and theother
three. The years passed, and the de

thatj

sire for vengeance grew in us as we
older uotll !<-*<* one
thing that we most desired in life,
even filling the gentle heart of Me
leese. whom we sent to school

became

when she was eleven
It was three years later,
m'aeur
while she was still in Montreal, thai
I went on one of my wander in?
searches to a post at the head of lu
m sou
and there,
Great Slave,
Montreal

^Croisset
were

had risen. Oie long arm*
stretched high, his head thrown

J

back, his upturned face aflame
passion that was almost that

Pr"M'seur.

I thank the great God of
heaven that it was given to Jean
set to meet one of those whom we had
pledged our lives to find, and 1
U was the father, and 1 ki led
him
m'eeor-kllled bl. .10*1».
Ιηκ him of what he had done as 1 choked the life from blm-and then, a little
at a time. I let the life back into him
forcing him to tell me where 1 would
find bis son. the slayer of Meleese * faAnd after that I closed on his
ther.
throat until he was dead, and
dragged his body through 300 miles or

Crois^

^

"to.

that the others might
him and know that he was dead.
was six years ago. m'seur.
snow

00

That

Uowland was scarcely breathing·
be wbto
«And the other, the eon
pered tensely-"you found him. Crois

ed.

let-

our his arms with his face to
the bole nest the door. This time his
voice was almost a shout.
"Jean Crolsset, there is a note under
my watch on the table. After you have
If you
killed me take it to Meieese.
fail I shall haunt you to your grave."
Still oo sound, no gleam of steel
pointing at him through tbe black aperWould tbe shot come from beture.

flung

you."

came

^temples
bWouUI

or
to

of these boles In the dungeon
And this—this note from Mewalls.
leese—Is the last thing 1 have to give

guarded the

up from Churchill. He bad
ters from the factor at the bay. and
our factor and his wife opened their
doors to him and to his son and gave
tbem all that it was In their power to

In bis throat and choked him until bib
He sprang
voice was only a gasp.
hack to tbe table and placed tbe note
once more under the watch. Two minutes! One and a half! One!
With a sudden fearless cry be sprang
Into the very center of his prison and

one

over the engineer.
"Shall 1 tell you how she died,
m'seur?" he repeated. "Sixteen years
four
ago. when the little Meleese was
years old and the oldest of the three
gons was fourteen, a man and his boy

leaning

«=

selves.
To those who are waltlDg
above no torture Is too great for you.
They have condemned you to death.
This morning, exactly as the minute
band of your watch counts off the hour
of β. you will be shot to death through

"The Virgin bear me witness that I
wish I might strike ten years off my
life and Rive you freedom.·* Jean

bright-eyed young farmer appeared at
the desk and attempted to negotiate the
sale of 20 pounds of freshly made June
butter. As is usually tbe case on such
"Mon Dieu, this man was from that
jeeasions the hotel man was all supplied
m'seurind the young man turned away greatly clorlous civilization of yours,
disappointed. Some one had told him from that land to the south where
stand
that there was always a good sharp de- they say that Christ's
not
mand for good goods and that was what on «very four corners.
bis goods were, so why was he searching
understand the strange God and the
to fiud what he had been repeatedly told
months
Btrange laws of our people. For
β very one was eager to obtain at a> fancy
from the companbeen
hud
away
he
we
price? Sure enough, why? What
ionship of women, aud in tbls grea
,aw in one Maiue village is to be seen al
It wilderness tbe factor's wife came Into
aver the state every day in the year.
his life as the flower blossoms in the
may not always be butter, but it in the
«ame weary search for what the searchcr
Ah. m'seur. I can see now how
is quickly led to believe he will never nus wicked heart strove to accomplish
Sud. And yet good butter and good prodthe things and how he failed because
uce of every kind is scarce and difficult
tbe glory of our womanhood up here
to eet hold of. What about it ?
down from heaven
Just this. You must establish your has come straight
mad -mad wltn
market before you can reasonably expect And in falling he went
in
the market to greatly desire your goods. that passion of the race I have seen
Our friend who raced all over the village Montreal, and then-ah. the great God
to sell a few pounds of butter
m'seur. do you not understand what
have visited the market and got a nie for
his goods before he came with them and
lifted his head, his face
bis disappointed young wife. If be bad
in a torture that was half
twisted
sold three men two pounds each, even,
madness, and stared at
and the goods had proven all right he erief. half
nostrils and
need have no further trouble marketing Howland. with quivering
bis produce, for tbe story of good butter heaving chest. In his companion s face
will go as far and as fast as the taste of he saw only a dead white pallor of
Door. In tills self same town where our waiting, of half
young friend met such «ore defeat, we leaned over the table again, controlling
happen to know that it is a d.fflcu task himself by a mighty effort.
|
to find butter that the seller is willing to
risk his reputation on. There is in every
us were out among the trappers. Just
market enough if the produoei
town
would only establish the reputation of before our big spring caribou roaxt.
his goods. Tbe lesson is so old it hardly when tbe forest people came In with
al
seems to be necessary to say more on the
their furs, m'seur. The post was
subject at this time.-Turf, Farm and most deserted.
Do you understandV
Home.
The woman was alone In her cabin
we
with the little Meleese. and wheD
Three·Yeiir-Old
a
Colt.
Working
she was dead
at
back
night
came
Now, again, about working the colt
killed herself, leav
two hour· in the forenoon and two in the Yes. m'seur. she
afternoon. If you bitch her to a plough ing a few written words to the factor
or a harrow and keep her steadily going
telling him wbat bad happened.
for two hour·, a· you would a mature
"The man and tbe boy escaped on a
horse, you are overdoing her. No oolt sledge after the crime.
Mon Dlea.
should draw a plough or harrow more
in parforest
leaped
tbe
bow
people
than fifteen miuutes at a time without
suit! It was tbe factor himself and
just a minute'* rest or let up on the mus
far
cles of their shoulders. Their muscles his youngest boy who found them
And what
are not hardened for horse work; neither out on the Churchill trail.

"Ijould

ing of bis heart to listen. Sorely Crolsset was there! Be looked again at the
In four
watcb be beld in bis band.
▲
minutes tbe shot would be fired.
cold sweat bathed bis face. He tried
to cry out again, but something rose

l|e»OB&S MERPJLLQfct

orcbard*Pt

clearly demonstrated that during

MA INK.

bave a hope of heaven, take this note
to Melee*?.'" he pleaded. "Jean—Jean
Crolsset"—
There came do aDswer. do movement
outside, and Howland stilled tbe beat-

Renovation ol Old Orchard··
The campaign for the revival of the
apple industry In New England β
under way. The Stem Experiment Station, Connecticut, points out
first step i. the improvement of tlie existing orchard·. Logically it is
ness of the grower to first

of the orchard be has. The'
between the planting of tbe
the gathering of it- first fruit may
ably be spent in improving some of tbe
best run down apple tree#. ^
THE
bility and the advantages of
neglected apple orchards have

pil
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The

done.n.'.«urr
Howland's hands gripped those that

little parcel.
"I would have killed him. Jean.
He snoke slowly, deliberately.
would have killed him," he repeat-

•^1

glad of that, m seur.
"lean was unwrapping the
fold of it. nntil at
fold
was revealed a roll of paper,
yellow along the edges.
"These pages are taken
"I am

aftlr

buckskin,

last there

soiled and

from the
at the post wbere the worn.»
he explained softly. smoothing
hands. -Bach day the
them under
factor of a post keeps a reckoning of

dJ£?k
nted

his

··

incidents

they pass, as I have heard
captains do on shipboard. It
as

that
has been a company law for bundled
of years. We have kept these P**®8
ourselves· m'seur. They tell of what
happened at our post sixteen years ago
sea

^he^oke

the half breed came to
Howlauds side, smoothing the tlret
DUge on the table In front of blm. hta

CHAPTER XVI.
UELEESS.

HI many minutes Howland
stood waiting as If life had
left him. The note fluttered
and he
from his Angers,
drew his watch from bis pocket and
placed it on the table. It was a quarter after δ. There stllj remained for-

IF]

ty-five minutes.
Three-quarters of

hour and then
—death! There was no doubt in bis
mind this time. Through one of the
black holes in the wall he was to be
shot down, with no chance to defend
himself, to ,>ro'e himself innocent.
And Meleese—did she, too, believe bim
an

fancied that he heard the click of
Crolsset's gun as he lifted the hammer.
Instead it was a hand fumbling at
the door. There were no voices now.
only α strange moaning sound that be
could not account for. In another moment it was made clear to bim. The

guilty of that crime?
He groaned aJoud and picked up the
note ugain. Softly he repeated her lam
words to bim, "If God falls to answer
my prayers I will still do as I have

promised and follow you." Those words

seemed to cry aloud his doom. Even
Meleese had glvwi up hope. And yet
was there not a deeper significance in
her words? Qe started as If some one
had struck him. his eyes agleam.
"Ί will follow you."'
He almost sobbed the words this
His hands trembled, and he
time.
dropped the paper again on the table

and turned Ills eyes In staring horror
toward the door. What did she mean?
Would Meleese kill herself if he was
murdered by her brothers? He could
see no other meaning in her last mes
sage to him. and for a time after the
chilling significance of her words

hair and then the passionate pressure
of her lips on his own. He lifted his
eyes, and in tbe doorway be saw Jeun

bis torture!
Twice he shouted for Croisset. but
there came no response save the hollow echolngs of hie own voice In tbo
After that h»>
subterranean chambers
began to think more sanely. If Meleese was a prisoner In her room It
was probable that Croisset. who was
now fully recognized as a trultor ai

Much that he had uot
understood was clear to him now. He
understood why Meleese had not revealed the nameK of his assailants at
He un
Prince Albert and Wekusko.
dcrstood why she bad fled from lilm
after his abduction and why Jean had
so faithfully kept secrecy for her sake
She had fought to save him from
Frenchman.

and

flesh

her own

blood,

and Jean

And be
him.
cause be had fought for him and Meleese the Frenchman's fate was to be
had

fought

to

save

almost as terrible as his own. it was
he who would fire the fatal shot ut β
Not the brothers, but Jean
o'clock.
Croisset would be his executioner and
murderer.

forefluger pointing

to

rnka

ml

nil

foo

ΓΪΠΗβΡίΙ

HWlftlV

ΠΠ(1

fl S

fOWTheTcame

oflbe^wo ^bo
panidlse

e

sjmr.

many years ago.
In an Instant Uowland had read the
lines. Ills blood seemed to.dry'tab
veins and his he,rt to stand stlir For
this
these were the
to us

word;On
to°"rJJfl

flay there came
bll>
«.
rburchlll way Jobn Howiana and
inn

"

With a shnrp cry he sprang to hi?
feet, overturning the stool, facing
(.'rolsset. hi» huixix clinched, hia boilv
hont η η If about to spring, .lean stood
calmly, his white teeth a-gleum Then
slowly he stretched c»ut a hand.
"M'seur John Howland. will you read
what happened to the father and moth-

of the little Meleese sixteen yeare
ago? Will yon read and understand
why your life was sought on the Grenl
North trail, why you were placed on
a case of dynamite In the Wekusko
and why. with the coming of
er

coyote
this morning's dawn, at 0"—

dazed speechlessness of
blow
one recovering from a sudden
Howland turned to the table and bent
With

the

the papers that the Frenchman
bad laid out before him. Five minutes
was
later be raised bis bead. His face
Deep linos bad setas white as chalk.
tled about bis mouth. As a sick man
be lifted his band and passed It

over

might,
over bis face and through his hair.
But bis eyes were afire. Involuntarily
Jeao'a body gathered itself a a if to

meet attack.
"I have read it" be said huskily as
though the speaking of the words caused him a great effort "1 understand
now. My name is John Howland. And
my father's name was John Howland.
I understand. And you, Jean Croisset
—do you believe that I am that John

Howland—the John Howland. the

son

or shadowy corner In which for a few
momenta he might elude his execu
He even smiled when t redoner.
thought occurred to him that il war
to extinguish the light and

possible

crawl under the table, thus gaining
But what would
momentary delay.
that delay avail him? He was anxious
for the fatal minute to arrive and be
a

oyer.

There were moments of happiness
when In the damp horror of bis deuth
chamber there came before him visions
of Meleese, grown even sweeter and
more lovable now that be knew how

ahe bad sacrificed herself between two
great loves—the love of her own peo
And at
pie and the love of himself.
last she had surrendered to him. Was
it possible that she could have made
that surrender If she, like her broth
murderer
ers, believed him to be the
of her father—the son of the man flend
who had robbed her of a mother? it
She
be told himself.
was

impossible,

And yet
did not believe him guilty.
such
why had she not given him some
word In her last message to him?
His eyes traveled to the note on the
table, and he began searching in his
coat pockets. In one of them he found
the worn stub of a pencil, and for

obllvl
many minutes after that he was
to the passing of time as he wrote
his last words to Meleese. Whens be
finished be folded the paper and

ous

bad

it under hla watch. At the final
he
moment, before the shot was fired,
would ask Jean to take It His eyes
burst
on bis watcb dial, and a cry

placed
fell

from bis Hps.
final
U lacked but ten minutes of the
hour.
Above him he beard faintly the sharp
of
barking of dogs, the hollow sound
A moment later there
men's voice·.
caihe to blm an echo as of swiftly

who"—
"M'seur. it makes no difference what
1 believe now. 1 have but one other
thing to tell you here and one thing tramping feet and, after that, silence.
to give to you." replied Jean. "Those
"Jean," be called tensely. "Ho, Jean:
who have tried to kill you are the Jean Orolsset"—
Meleese Is their sisthree brothers.
He caught up tbe paper and ran
ter. Ours Is a strange country, m'seur, from one black opening to another,
our
governed since the beginning of
ι calling the Frenchman's name.
1
time
as
law* which w· bar· made our-

by

"As 70α 1οτ· /our God. Jean,

you

over

Tbe two men rose from the table

and for a moment stood with clasped
bands in the smoky light of lamp and
dawn. In tbat moment neither heard

the table, his bande clinched,

hi» eyes biasing. Jean did not under
stand, for be went on quickly.
••I know it is bard, m'seur. Perhaps
It will be Impossible for you to for
give a thing like this. We have tried
to kill you—kill you by a slow torture,
But
we thought you deserved.
as

tap at tbe door leading to tbe room
beyond nor saw the door move gently
Inward and Meleese, hesitating, framed In the opening.
It was Ilowland who spoke first.
"I thank <»od tbat all these thing·
have happened. Jean," be said earnestly. "I am glad tbat for α time you
took me for tbat other John Howland
and that Pierre Thoreau and bis broth
a

think for a moment, m'seur, of # what
happened up here sixteen years up,
I have told you how I
this winter.
choked life from the mun fiend. So I
would have choked life from you if It

schemed to kill me at Prince Albert and Wekusko, for If these things
bad not occurred as tbey have I would
And now.
never have seen Meleese.
Jean"—
His ears caught sound of movement,
and be turned in time to see Meleese
slipping quietly out.
"Meleese!" be called softly. "Meleese!"
In an Instant he had darted after
ber. leaving Jean beside "the table.
that this brother located you.
the door there was only the
"As our Blessed Lady Is my wit.-1 Beyond
breaking gloom of the pray morning,
ness. m'seur. It Is not strange that
but it was enough for him to see faintshould have taken you for the man wel
ly the figure of the girl be loved, half
bear
that
you
sought, for It Is singular
With
half waiting for him.
turned,
1
as
him out like a brother In looks,
η cry of Joy he sprang forward nnd
It is true thai I
remember the boy.
gathered the trembling girl close in bis
Francois made a great error when he
ers

Had not been for Meleese. 1. too. am
guilty. Only six years ago we knew
that the right John Howland-the son.
of the man 1 slew—was In Montreal,
and we sent to seek him this youngest
brother, for he had been a loug time ui
school with Meleese und knew the
ways of the south better than the oth
But he failed to find him ut thai
era.
time, and It was only a short while ago

ht^l

arms.

word to his brothers suggest^
that If either Gregson or Tborne was
put out of the way you would proba
bly be sent Into the north. I sweai
by the Virgin that Meleese knew noth

sent

"Meleese- my

Meleese!"

he

whis-

pered.

After that there come no sound from
tbe dnwn 't room beyond, but Jean
Crolsset. still standing by the fable,
Ing of this, m'seur. She knew nothing I
murmured softly to himself. "Our
brother»
her
which
schemes
of the
by
Blessed Lady be praised, for it Is nil
I
lnt<·
ba«'k
Thome
and
drove Gregson
as Jean Croieset would have it—and
the south. They did not wish to kil
now I can go to my MarlaneC
them, and .vet it was necessary to d I

something that you might replace onof them, m'seur. Tbey did not maki I
a move aloue but that something blip
pened. Gregson lost a finger. Thorn. I
Bullet:·
was badly hurt, as you know.

TU Ε

END.

WATERSPOUTS.

Old Tim· Mariner· Fought Them With
through their window at night
Noise and Cannon.
With Jackplne in their employ it war
In tbe waterspout the medieval
was not I
it
and
on
them,
work
to
easy
mariner saw a malevolent living monlong before they sent down asking foi I
eter—a sea dragon. There were varianother man to replace them."
of combating them. Once
For the first time a surge of atigei ous means
all sailors carried black bandied knivea.
swept through Ilowland.
"A which the monster was believed to
"The cowards!" he exclaln.ed.

came

hold in special abhorrence.
When a spout made Its appearance
these knives were produced and pointtop!"
..
u
direction, waved in the air aο
"Perhaps not so bad as that, mi In I ed in its
as to make the sign of the cross or, acto
understaud
were
given
Jean. "They
of certhat tbey—and they alone—were uo* I cording to the recommendation
tain contemporary authorities, driven
it may h·
wanted In the country,
that they did not think barm «<>ul<* several times into the side of the ship.
Certain passages from the gospel of
come to you and so kept quiet about
recited as charma
were
St.
John
It mr.y be. too
what had

pretty pair. Croisset. to crawl out from
under a trap to let another in at th··

happened.

that they did not like to have It known
that they were running away fron I
danger. Is not that humno. m'seur;I
<
Anyway, you were detailed to ome. I
and not until then did Meleese know

of all that had occurred."
η
The Frenchman sto;;·»*·!
The glare had faded
ment
Howlund's eyes. The tense «lne:

·"··

in

hie face relaxed.

against waterspouts.

A loud noise of any kind waa also
believed to be efficacious against them

—shouts, the clash of swords, tbe beat-

ing of drums nnd gongs, etc. The custom of firing cannon against waterI spouts. says the Scientific American,

dates back at least as far as tbe sixThe original Idea appear· to have been to frighten them
away by tbe noise of the report, but In
the later times it was believed that tbe
watery column could be cut in twain

I teenth century.

|

!
1 love Mele.se. J«un.
that'· all.
by the cannon ball and the spout thus
would kill Johu Howland for tier,
dissipated It would be Interesting to
want to meet her brothers and κ'ι.ι..· I know whether tbe carnonadlng of wa1 don't blame then·
their bands.
terspouts is still sometimes practiced.
But somehow It hurts to think of be
It wu certainly common much less
—of Meleese—a»-us almost a mur
than a century ago. It Is hardly necierer."
essary to say that It Is entirely futile.
"Mod Dieu, m'seur, has she uoi I
It
saved your life? Listen to this!
was then-when she knew what had

guve him such happiness as he had
never known even In this last hour of

the post, could no#longer gain access
In some secret way Mi'leese
to her
had contrived to give him the note.
In Howland's breast there grew
slowly a feeling of sympathy for the

half

"And her love for me," finished
Howland.
"Yes. ber lore for you, m'eeur." said
Jean.

••I—I-believe I understand evety
thing now. Jean." he said. "\·#υ I
traced the wrong Johu iiowlitint

struck his heart he scarce restrained
himself from calling aloud for Jean.
If he could bnt send a word back to
her. tell her once more of his great
love—that the winning of that love
was ample reward for all that he hud
lost and was about to lose, and that it

they went Howland was astonished to
^ And how coolly he awaited the end Πγ
eren began to debate with himself as
on this day." be said,
to through which bole the fatal shot
his breath close to the engineer
No matter where hr
would be fired.
"TbPSC
destroyed the stood, be was In the light of the bip
that our Blessed I*dy gave hanging lamp. There waa no obscure
slim

door swung open and the white robed
flgure of Meieese sprang toward him
with a cry that echoed through tbe
What happened
dungeon chambers.
then—tbe passing of white faces beyond tbe doorway, tbe subdued mur
mur of voices—were aN lost to How
land in the knowledge that at the lasi
moment they had let her come to him.
that be held ber in hip arms and thai
she was crushing her foce to his breast
and sobbing things to bim which b*>
could not understand. Once or twice
In his life he had wondered tf realities
might not be dreams, and tbe thought
come to him now when he felt fhe
warmth of her hands, her face, her

▲gain Jeua hesitated.

To Howmet acrosa the table.
land It was not the thought that hie
life was eared that came with the
of Me
greatest force, but the thought
leese. the knowledge that In that hour
when all eeemed to be loet ebe was
He leaned
nearer to him than ever.
men

happened-that Meleese

"AFTl.n TOD HAVE KILLED UK TAKE IT
TO UELEKStl"
a wild. bdu:il
ed face—the face that tutd been uvei
him when life wait uluaost choked from
blm on the great north trull. Aud be
yond these two be saw still oibeiu.
shining ghostly and indistinct in the
deeper gloom of the outer darkness
strained Meleese to blm, and wbeii

Crolseet and behind tilm

He

be looked down Into her face be saw
her beautiful eyes flooded with tear·
and yet shining with a great Joy. Lier
lips trembled us she struggled to «peak.
Then suddenly «be broke from his
and Jeun
arms and ran to the door,
came between them, with the

Croi«spt

wild, bearded man still staring over
bis shoulder.
"M'seur, will you come with ue?"

eald Jeun.
The bearded mun dropped buck Into
the thick gloom, and without speak
bis
lng Ilowland followed C'rolsset.
form of Mp
eyes on the shadowy
leese. The ghostly faces turned from
rethe light, and the tread of their
treating feet marked the passage
through the blackness. Jean fell back
the
beside [lowland, the huge bulk of
A
man three paces ahead.

bearded

to a
dozen steps more and they came
The
stair, down which a light shone.
Frenchman's hand fell detalnlngly on
Howland's arm. and when a moment
later they reached the top of the stairs
ill hud disappeared but Jean and the
I)awn wbh breaking,
bearded man.
and u pale light fell through the two
windows of the room they had entered.
On a table burned a lamp, and
chair»
near the table were several
To one of these Orolsset motion·· the
down
engineer, and as Rowland sat
the bearded man turned slowly and
passpd through a door. Jean abrug
ged his ebouldera as the other dlsap

peered.

"Mon Dieu, that means that be
"J
leaves It all to me." he exclaimed.
to
don't wonder that It Is hard for blm
talk, m'seur. Perhaps you have begun

to understand!"
"Yes. a little." replied Ilowland. His
heart wus throbbing as if be had just
finished climbing a long hill. 'That
me. But
was the man who tried to kill
Meleese—the"— He could go no furfor
ther. Scarce breathing, be waited
Jean to speak.
"It Is Pierre Tboreau,** he said, "eld
who
est brother to Meleese. It Is be
should say what 1 am about to tell
too full of grief
you. m'seur. But be is
to speak. You wonder at that? And
I tell you that a man with a better

yet

soul than Pierre Tboreau never llred.
though three times he baa tried to klil
Oo you remember what you
you.
aaked me a short time ago. m'seur—if
I thought that yon were th· John
Howland who murdered the father of

Meleese sixteen years ago?* God's
saints, and 1 did until hardly more
than balf an hour ago, when some one
u
came from the south and exploded
mine under our feet It was the young

est of the three brothers. M'seur. we
have made a great mistake, and we
ask your forgiveness."
In the silence the «yea of the two
\

came to me

SIZE OF WHALES.

s

whom she bad made the happiest man
Length of the Biggeat Οπμ a nit th·
In the world, because it was she who
Height They Can Spout.
from
over
Marlane
my
brought
A government official who ha· made "
Churchill on a visit especially that 1
*
a «perlai Ht inly of whale· states that
might see her and fall In love with
I
Meleese I the aroroge length of a full grown
her. m'seur-which I did.
bottom whale is Just under
sulphur
In
Jean
Crolsset-and
to
me
came to
eighty feet. Tills estimate disregards
stead of planning your murder. m'<eur.
the exaggerated reports sometimes
she schemed to save your llfe-wlth
spread by sailors and is base^ on
me -who would have cut you Into
actual measurements of many Indibits no Inrger than my finger and fed
There seem to be
vidual specimens.
would
who
ravens,
carrion
you to the
credible accounts of whales reaching
until
of
out
yon
have choked the life
a length of from eighty-five to ninetychoked
your eyes bulged In death, as I
five feet, but tho authority quoted has
that one up on the Great Slave! D<>
never seen any of that size.
It was Me
m'seur?
understand,
you
Whales appear to grow with groat
leese who came and pleaded with me
the length of yearlings Itelug
rapidity,
left
had
llfe-before
save
you
to
your
estimated at from thirty to thlrty-fivo
more
heard
had
she
Chicago. before
feet.
of you than your name, before she had
How high can whales spout? Photolearned"taken by the scientist referred
graphs
and
stopped.
hesitated
Croisset
to give α means of measuring with
Jean?"
"Before what.
some accuracy the height to which the
"Before she had learned to love you.
This appears to be
water is thrown.
m'seur."
mwh less than it hos often been supHow
"God bless her!" exclaimed
posed to he. It hi claimed that even
land.
the great sulphur bottom whale ou the
"You believe mis. mseurr
average spouts to a height of only
"As I believe in a God."
fourteen feet, although occasionally
did.
«be
what
'Then I will tell you
the height may 1h» as mui'b as twenty
voice
low
a
in
m'seur." he continued
feot.—Cincinnati Commercial Tribune^
to
make
was
"The plan of the brothers
Albert ami
you a prisoner near Prince
bring you north. 1 knew what was to
The Bawb··.
happen then. It was to be a beautiful
Englishmen arc famlllnr with the
vengeance, m'seur—a slow torturing
to the Scotch
death on the spot where the crime was name "bawbfe." applied
doe· it bring the
committed sixteen years ago. Hut Me- halfpenny. b*\ to few
of a baby qneen and a loyleese knew nothing of this. She was association
It nppeara that the tlrst atmade to believe that up here, where al people.
of the unforthe mother and father died, you would tempt at the portraiture
of 8cots. was made
be given over to the proper law-to tunate Mary, queen
her small face wns
the mounted police who come this way in her Infancy, and
She Is only a girl, engraved upon the Scottish halfpennow and then.
In
m'seur, easily made to believe strange nies at the time of her coronation
months
things in such matters as these, else 1543. when she was but nine
A number of these small coins
■he would have wondered why you old.
to the officers in Prince are still preserved, and it will be easiwere not
_

Albert.

glveD

"It was Meleeee's eldest brother who
thought of her as a lure to bring you
out of the town into their hands, and
not until the last moment, wheD they
were ready to leave for>be south, did
■he overbear words that aroused her
suspicions that they were about to kill
It was then, tn'aenr. that she
you.
came to me."

"And you, Jean?"
"On the day that il aria ne promised
to become my wife, m'seur, I promised
In our Blessed Lady'· name to repaj

manner of
my debt to Meleese, and the
Jack
came in this fashion.
payment
pine, too. was her slave, and so we
worked together.
Tyro hours after
Meleese and her brothers bad left for
the soutb I was following them, shaven
of beard aud so cbanged that I was
not recognized in the fight on the Great
North trail. Meleese thought that her

brothers would make you a prisonei
that night without harming you. Her
brothers told her how to bring you to
their camp. She knew nothing of tb«·
ambush until they leaped on you from

cover.

"Not until after the fight, when
in their rage at your escape the broth
era told ber that they bad Intended to
kill you, did she realise fully what sb»·
had done. Tbat le all. m'aear. Yot:
know what happened after tbat Stic

dared not tell you at Wekuako

wtto

your enemies were, for thoee enemle»
were of her own flesb and blood and
dearer to bur than life. She waa be
twecn two great loves, m'seur—Unlove for ber brother· and"—

understood how the name "bnwbee."
baby, cnme to be given to the coin
bearing the efflgy of the baby. The
halfpenny of Scotland Is still commonly called the bawbee, although the baby
face oo longer appears on It.—Pear-

ly

or

son'·.

The Wis· Bride.
"Tes. the girls gave the bride · commiseration shower."
"What in the world is that?"
"Why. they all told her bow sorry
they were she was going to many
such a man a· the coming bride-

groom.'*

That must bar· hurt tier feelings."
"No. It didn't She knew there wasn't
ft girl there who wouldn't have gives
her eye· to get himΓ—Cleveland Plain

Dealer.

Mixed Metaphor·.
A well known biahop. ·pea king In
the upper bouse of Canterbury convocation on prayer book revision,
rather startled some of his Episcopal \
brethren by declaring, according to the
Church Family Newspaper, "We an
not writing on a clean slate; there in
a good deal of grit under the door."
A Hit
"I made a great hit at the banquet
last night Came off with a good deal
of distinction, in fact"
"I didn't know you ever spoke at

banqueta."

"I don't I waa the only one there
wbo absolutely declined."
Chicago
—

Record-Herald.

1

ESTABLISHED 1».

THE OXFORD BEARS.

The Oxford Democrat.

THE DOINQS OP THE WEEK IN ALL

SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, AUG. 15,1911.

Paris Hill.

Flrat Baptist Church, Ββν. β. W. Γ. Hill, pasPreaching every Sunday at 10:44 A. H.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 JB.
Editor* and Proprietor*.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
: 30.
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
A. B. Forbks.
Δ1
Geom;κ M. Arwood.
the let Sunday of the month at i 30 P. Μ.
not otherwise connected an cordUllv Invite»!,
Unlveraallet church. Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker
Tekmh
91JO a vear If paid itrlctly Id advance, Minister. Preaching service every Sunday at
otherwise tï.OÙ a year. Single copie· 4 cenU 10. 43 A M

ATWOOD

A

FORBES,

tor.

—

New type, fast presses, electric
Joh Pawnnti
power, experience·! workmen ami low price·
combine to make tide department of our business complete and popular.
SI.fULE COPIES.

Single copies of Thk Pkhockat are four cento
each They will be mailed un receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
•Ingle copies of each l»sue have been placed on
sale at the following place· In the County :
Howard's Drug Store.
South Paris,
Shurtleff*· Drug StoreNoves Drug Store.
Norway,
■>toue'· Drug Store,
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
ttuckde'd,
Mm Harlow, Poet Offlce.
Paris Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Part·,

Coming Events.

Aug. 16.—St. Rocco celebration at Canton.
Aug. 22.— Field meeting of Oxford Pomona
Grange, county fair grounds
Sept. 4-?.—Maine state Fair, Lewtston.
Sept. 11 —State election.
Sept. 12, 13, 14.—Oxford County Fair.
Sept. 1», Λ», 21.—Androscoggin Valley Fair,
Canton.
Sept. 27, 2».— Northern Oxford Fair, Andover.
Oct. -i, 4, 5.—West Oxford Fair, Fryeburg.

Monday, August 2Stb, will be observed um Founder's Day at Uamlin Memorial
Il<tll, it being tbe anniversary of tbe
birth of Dr. Uamlin. The library will
be open from three to live o'clook in the
afternoon, and all are cordially invited
to come and spend a social hour. Light
refreabmeota will be aerved.
An automobile party from Buckfleld
took aupper at the Hubbard House and
hiref Academy Hall for a social time on
Monday of laat week. Tbe party was
made up of tbe following: B. Spaulding,
Jr., Mis· Shaw, Miaa Downing, Misa
WithioKton, G. B. Spaulding, Dr. and
Mra. H. F. At wood, Mr. and Mra. F. R.
Dyer, Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Maraton, Mr.
and Mrs. H. F. Rawaon, Mr. and Mrs.
Newton, Miaa Helen M. Shaw*, H. W.
Roberta, C. E. Brltton, Miaa Sbaw.
A temperance rally was held at the
Pltmaant Valley acbool-house Thursday
evening, tbe speakers being Rev. T. N.
Kewley and Ε. E. Chapman of South
Paris and George M. Atwood of this

NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Z. L Merchant A Co.
Chalmers Motor Cars.
It'· to Your Advantage.
Wash Petticoat»
Bargains in Plush Lap Kobe·.
Not Much.
it Grow· Hair.
Wanted at Once.

P.

Bethel.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. held its reguular meeting with Mr». F. 8. Chandler.
Rev. W. C. Curtl· and Harold Blob are
taking a oamplng trip through the ebain
of lake·, beginning with Umbagog.
Ββτ. Asbury Krom of Providence, Β. I.,
supplied the Congregational ohurch Sunday in the absence of Rev. W. C. Curtis.
Thursday the ladles of the Congregational society held their annual mid-summer fair. The Tarions tables were attract-

,

How License

£

Laws are Violated.
Valparaiso, Neb

Ifs to Your Advantage

Editor Democrat :
On one oocasion, an applicant for »
saloon license filed · worthies· bond
under circumstances hardly les· amusing than exasperating. Onr temperance
thia time were oo the alert to
men

by

give any saloon applicant's bond

a care-

ful examination as soon as it was filed in
the clerk's office, also to investigate the
finanoial standing and character of the
bonds men who signed it. Bnt this
time repeated calls for the document
were answered by the clerk that be bad
Much curiosity was
seen nothing of it.
arouaed in regard to it and quite a crowd
at the first meeting of the
icense board. But the bond bad not
yet materialized, and after the trans*
aotlon of some town business, the meet
ing adjourned. Not a little excitement
was created the néxt morning when, at
an early hour, the saloon man opened
his saloon and commenced serving some
thirsty customers. Under the fire of
much indignsnt questioning, the secret
came out that after the meeting adjourned the previous night and the people bad
Keeper with
gooe home, Mr. Saloon

That we want to clean up this summer stock.
You'll see that when you see the goods and
the new prices we have put on them. Only

Frye.

fathered

a

few left,

recurring

every

spring,

one

you had better

come now.

Men's $15 Suits for $12.
Men's $12 Suits for

$10.
Men's $10 Suits for $7.50.

MlllltlltlltlHIIItllllMIIIIIIIIIIIMI Milium ttllMIIII I llll IMMIIIII MIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIt
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H. B. FOSTER,
New Fall

Merchandise
that was pronounced satisfsctory.
Mrs. Judge Savage of Auburn.
It was afterwsrds announced in our
Mrs. J. M. Pbilbrook has returned
local paper that a new society had been Now Coming In
from Portland.
A town meeting has been called for organized In town, namely, "The IndeAug. 10tb to see If the town will exempt pendent Order of Artful a Dodgers;"
portion of
from taxes the hotel property for a term also there was a parody on
that old well-known poem, "The Burial
of ten years.
Mrs. Shirley Hazelton died at Dr. »f Sir John Moore," which began in this
I
King's Hospital Friday. She leaves a wise: ''We AM, it darkly at dead of
husband and three ohildren.
night." If one could never have got any |
fun ont of these tiresome saloon fights,
MIDDLE INTEBVALE.

so

Men's $20 Suits for $16.
Men's $18 Suits for $14.

Bev. Martin Koeeland of Boston de- would make him liable in case of a
show will be at Grange Hall this Mon- the farm of J. B. Mason. The horse atmost forceful address last Sun- damage suit sgainst the saloon keeper.
day evening. This show was here last tached to the load was also killed and livered a
"The One indignant temperance man set off at
the bay was set on fire but waa almost day evening, his subject being
year and was well liked.
and Sunday once to Linooln to consult legal authoriFlorence Elwell Atkins of Tennessee immediately extingnished by the rain. Twin Evils, Intemperance
ties and had the saloon man enjoined to
will speak at Grange Hall, Aug. 24. She Mr. Eastman's remains were taken to Desecration."
Mien Martha Hersey, who has been shut up his shop till he could put up a
is highly spoken of as a temperance Mexico for burial Friday. Mr. Eastman
two weeks in Bethel, Is good bond. After several days of lively
was 47 years of age and unmarried, and spending tbe past
lecturer.
tbe present week with hustling, he sucoeeded in producing ooe
The remains of Mrs. Simeon Farr of leaves a'brother Oscar here and one in to spend a part of

Greenwood were brought here from Mexico. During the same storm the barn
of R.O. Jordan waa struck but no great
Greenwood Monday for interment.
Mr. and Mrs. WinHeld Starbird of damage.
T. S. Bridgham has sold his Jackson
South Paris, and son, Capt. Alfred Starbird and,' wife of Oklahoma, spent Tues- car to Frank Starbird of Paris.
William Gregg of Andover waa In town
day with Mr. Wintield Starbird's sieter,
Mr*. Lorinda Curtis and family.
Wednesday with his Marmon car.
W. H. Bridgham and A. F. Warren
Miss Minnie Pike is ill from tonsilitis
and has gone to her home in Greenwood. went to Long Island Thursday to attend
PenH.
is
for
L.
Miss Clara Hall
the reuion of the 29th Maine regiment.
working
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Warren attended
ley in the store during Mrs. Penley's
absence. Mrs. Penley is visiting friends the eleventh annual convention of the
in Aubnrn.
Maine Undertakers' Association.
Miss Mildred Davis who is visiting ber
Mrs. Maude Morrill has been at the
grandmother, Mrs. Lucretia Davis and home of her parents in Hartford for a
other relatives at Milton, had the mis- few days.
Miss Eunice Seavey of Boston is the
fortune to fall Wednesday afternoon and
fracture her collar bone
village.
guest of her uncle, Mr. F. S. Waahburn.
Arrivals at tbe Hubbard Houae:
The moving picture show was a good
E. W. Penley aud family will go SaturUco M. Gould, Camden.
day to their camp at Bailey Island for one. Edwin Hadley waa the operator.
Mr*. A. H. Potter, Brooks Potter, Hlngham,
The bridge in the village was newly
a stay of several days.
Mam.

is the state of Maine called to
mouro the death of one who has so long
and honorable a record of public aervice
a· that of United State· Senator William
P. Frye, who died at bis borne in Lewieton Tuexday afternoon. Because of failing health he bad returned from Washington early in the present special session of congress, but his condition had
not become alarming until a very short
time before his death.
For forty years Mr. Frye bad been continuously in the halls of congress, entering the bouse as representative from the
Second Maine District in 1871, and remaining there nntil 1881, when be was
chosen United States Senator to complete the term of Hon. James G. Blaine,
who had resigned to enter Garfield's
cabinet. Ile was subsequently live times
elected for a full term, his last term
having been due to expire March 4, 1913.
He was elected president pro tem of the
senate in 1890, and held that position
until owing to the condition of his health
he resigned it last spring.
Mr. Frye was born in Lewiston Sept.
2, 1831, and graduated from BowdoiD
College in 1850. He was admitted to the
bar in 1855, and not long after established himself in the practice of law in
Lewiston. He soon became one of tbe
leading lawyers of tbe state, and hit
law offlce, with some changes of partners, has continued to tbe present.
Mr. Frye's public service began as a
member of the Maine legislature in 1801
and 1802, and he also served in the legisIn 1800 and 1807 he was
lature of 1807.
mayor of Lewiston, and from 1807 to
1809 was attorney general of Maine. He

Rarely

Mr. and Mr·. L. C. Bate· bave retained
from Ferry Beach where they hare attended the Uolversaliat meetings, in session there.
Mrs. Lewis M. Mann has been spending several days in Portland.
Leon F. Cummlnge of Dorchester,
Mas·., ha· been the gaeat of hi· oncle D.
Q. Flfleld. Mr. Camming· i· the eldest
son of George F. Cummiags who formerly
lived in Greenwood. He was graduated
from Tufts College and since that time
has held a responsible position in the law
book department of Little & Brown, publishers, of Boatoo, having been twice

BackfUM.
Mrs. Ida Knight and aon of -Auburn, I
N. T., have been gueati of Alfred Cole
recently.
Mita Downing of Augusta baa been the
goeat of the Miaaea Shaw for a week.
Mrs. Elisabeth Gardner of Portland ia
a guest at Hotel Long.
An auto party of about twenty of our
young people went to Paria Hill Monday
evening and had aupper at the Hubbard
Bouae, followed by a dance at Aoademy
Hall and a moonlight ride home.
Mrs. H. F. Rawaon went to Portland
Tuesday morning for a vlatt with friends.
Mra. Maraton and aon of Auburo have
been witb Mra. William Irish at ber

ively arranged and were well patronised.
"Martha Washington" looked as though
she bad just stepped down from a ploture
as she presided over a table where she
sold the genuine reoipe for the Mt. Verpromoted.
non cake which was used in the WashingMiss Ruth Tucker of Lewiston is with home on High St.
a
SIiss Olive Thompson and Mi·· Mary her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tucker.
Mr. and Mra. Β. B. Gerrlah went to ton family for years. ▲ dime gave you
cake and the
Pottle, who have been at Elmburat sever- She will remain during the month.
Squirrel Island Snnday and returned Mon- sample of the famous
al week·, returned home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Tuell took a trip day night, visiting Mr. Harlow Gerrlah recipe. The young ladles1 table proved
Cbaa. L. Case of New York joined his by auto to Newry last Sunday, where who is.employed at the Squirrel Island very attractive with the hsndlwork of the
"girls," and all the tables from the fancy
family at the summer home here Satur- they were guests of their daughter Mrs. Spa for the summer.
Mr. Benjamin Spaulding, Sr., left to the useful articles were well patronday.
Amos Frost and family.
a large numMrs. Clayton K. Brook· entertaine«l
Dr. and Mrs. Wheeler and Mr·. Wheel- Thursday morning for a visit with hla ized. Supper was served to
ber who deolared the Isdies had sustained
three tables at bridge Wednesday even- er's father, A. F.Williams, have returned brother W. C. Spaulding in Caribou.
The base ball gam% between the Buck- their former reputation for being good
from an auto trip to Oakland and Watering.
Preparation· for the Oolf Club fair on ville, where they were the gaeeta of Dr. field second team and the Hebrons re- oooks. The spirit of sociability was one
Wednesday, the 23d, are on in earn eat. Wheeler's relatives.
sulted in an easy victory for the home of the pleasant features of the whole affair.
It will be the event of the summer. ReMrs. Jarvis Thayer and daughter of team.
had slipped
member the date.
Quite a ripple of excitement was cre- some members of the boardhis
Prank Berry spent aeveral daya with
Paris have been recent guests of Mrs.
bond and
when it became known that Prof. into the clerk's office, filed
of
ated
Miss Elizabeth Weimer,
Pittsburg, Thayer's father, George F. Marshall.
friends in Brunswick recently.
tbe received bis license. He had taken the
is the guest of Miss Burchiield at ElmMr. and Mrs. David Welsh of Brook- Wm. B. Chapman bad purchased
Miss Beryl Knight of Norway recently
to build an elegant bright idea into bis bead that if be could
hurat.
visited Mrs. Laforeet Emery.
lyn, N. T., have been the guests of Mrs. hotel and proposes
the original get his "boozery" opened before the
Heleo
and
Metalena
The Misses
Miss Martha Maxim of Cambridge was Cynthia Tilton, leaving there Tuesday hotel on the site where
which was re- people saw bis bond, he would be all
House"
stood
"Chandler
Maxim of Newton, Maaa., aregueataof a recent guest of Mrs. B. £. Locke.
Mrs.
Turner.
weeks'
in
for a two
stay
right, nothing would be done about it.
their grandparents, Mr. and Mr·. O. A.
Misses Eva and Helen Richardson of Welsh was formerly Misa Rossie Tilton. cently burned.
has been stopping Of course there was a rush to see the
Mr.
Bev.
Maxim.
Banghart
which
at
atorm
B.
A.
Richardthunder
a
are
visiting
During
heavy
Norway
Hill and East Betbel a part of dooument whiob was found to be like
The annual meeting of the Pari* Hill son's and E. W. Penley's.
passed over this place Wedneaday after- at Howe
her some others that bad been accepted by
Mrs. Banghart and
week.
this
Golf Club, for the election of officer·,
the
0.
farmer
members
I.
0.
a
of
E.
living
Twenty-nine
Eastman,
noon, Edgar
of the bondsmen,
etc., will be held at Academy Ball, ou P. and Rebekah Lodges attended their on the John Irish place,was struck and in- daughter Ruth have been boarding at license boards. One
that
Wednesday, August 16, at 8 o'clock, field day at Lake Auburn last Tuesday. stantly killed by a bolt of lightning while Howe Hill the past week. Services will when interviewed, declared coolly
to sign any bond that
P. M.
The Edwin J. Hadley moving picture riding from the field on a load of hay on be resumed at the M. E. church Sunday. he wasn't going

All legal advertisement·
ADVUTUnuurra:
are given three consecutive Insertions for $1 30
per Inch to length of column. Special contracto ma·le with local, transient and yearly
advertiser·.

William

West Pari·.

Of

NORWAY, MAINE

Z.LJerchant&Co.,
(Succ·

ssors

to S. Β

& Ζ. S.

New Tailored Suits

New Silk Waist*, Drcistj

New Dreib (io»!i

New Drefï

Triir.miujj

Prince,)

Wind=Up

The

after a while I

Methel Packard and ber friend, Miss would have been pretty nearly worn to a
Sylvia Swan, were here at the cemetery frazzle.
Once by an ingenious trick, a saloon
the 8th Inst.

One Price Clothier

Norway's Great Money-Saving Event.

A. M. Carter is building an ell to his was foisted on ns which bad but a doubthouse and making quite extensive re- ful legal right to a plaoe. A license board
a
pairs. Samuel Badger of Lewlston Is at bad been elscted and an applicant for to
saloon license appeared who, according
work for Mr. Carter.
We are glad to read tbe interesting report was far from having any claim
item in the last Demoorat by S. O. Pack- to the "respectability" demanded by the
ard of Elraira, Ν. Y., which is thor- law for engaging In the saloon burinées.
Mrs. Emma W. Mann is spending sev- planked this week.
V. D. Field, Boston.
no Our temperance leaders looked up his recWm. UDHon, Cleveland, Ohio.
Fred Holland has moved to the farm of oughly for temperance. We know of
eral days in Portland.
t
Jack Akers, St. Lout·, Mu.
thoroughbred Packard that is in favor of ord in his home town where be had beeo
C. L. Ridlon has another automobile. Geo. H. Hersev this week.
John S. Howe, Hoston, Ma··.
and convicted of notorious
traffic.
the
was
of
prosecuted
are
Portland
liquor
Andrews
of
Buckfiuld
Marion
A party
Miss
camping
girls
Harold L. Vedder, New York.
Mrs. Ida Mae Briggs (nee Wright) of violations of the law. Ample proofs of
ilelene M. Pope, Springfield. Mass.
the recent guest of Mrs. H. W. Dunham. at Lake Anasagunticook for a week.
to the board; the
Hazel Donbam. Hebron.
Barker of Norway was in town
Miss Mabel Lamb returned Friday from Boston is with her cousin at the Maple the fact were presented
Dr.
Klchard Bllu, Newport, Κ. I.
man withdrew his petition and another
Pine Farm.
and
Dr.
with
consultation
in
In
weeke'
a
two
Kennebnnkport.
stay
Saturday
Ο. T. Dutton, New York City.
applicant appeared to whom a license
Mrs. Ε C. North, Boston.
Wheeler.
Chester Tuttle has been elected princiQreenwood.
The opening of the saloon
was granted.
Edmund D. Fisher, New York.
Mrs. E. D. Stilwell was at Bryant's pal of the Saco high school at a good
Capt. Γ. J. Lalthwate, Mra. Lalthwate, Port l'ond
More rain le wanted; the amount that was followed by so much drunkennees
Thursday.
salary.
Land.
few weeks did a vast and disorder that after a while some of owe
Mies Minnie Hayes, Boston.
Vernon Ellingwood and family are at
Tom DeCoster returned home Friday fell during tbe past
Dr. and Mrs. Ν. M. Marshall, Portland.
amount of good, but it has nearly all the stancbest supporters of the instituE. D. Packard's camp at Greenwood.
after an absence of four weeks.
Δ
in
a
and again tbe little tion began to complain—a most unusual
Miss Marion Hallett of Boston ia the
Newhall
Mrs. Josephine Charlotte
The Mechanic Falls Dairy Testing gone up or down
the
that
on
leaked
out
the
forests
It
and
are
thing—and finally
drying up,
! gueat of relatives in this village.
Cbllds died at the Augusta Insane
met at the home of W. H. streams
Miaa Francea Perbam of Waabington, Asylum Saturday, Aug. 5, where she Conant in this town Thursday. There the hillsides are turning yellow, spotted first applicant was owner of the saloon,
in
red
of
and
with
was
tbe
Mra.
Marble
furnishing all its fixtures and supplies of
December.
D. C,
places.
guest
was taken for treatment last
were 56 in attendance and a good time
Another tramp over Patch Mountain wet goods and the second simply his
Mra. Pierce over Suuday, going from Her remains were brought here Monday was
enjoyed. H. C. Black, the state
be bad sent to run the :
here to visit relativea in Norway.
night, accompanied by her son, and the dairy instructor from Augusta and Prof. Saturday, and we saw, heard and learned hired man whom
There were about forty couplea at the funeral wax held from the home of her Redman of Orono were the principal some things in general and others in par- business, evidently under the strictest
to
are
former
to a
dance at Academy Hall laat Friday night. daughter, Mrs. E. R. Berry. Rev. L. W. speakers. Coffee was served by Mr. and ticular. Calling on Edmond Harlow, orders to make all the sales be could
another dance Friday Raymond spoke from the text, "The Mrs. Conant, and the members brought where Elon Whitman and wife are living, whether within the law or not. Another
There will be
for
see
own
short
it was seen at once that marked obanget hired man was sent to replace him, and j
evening, Auguat 18. Dancing from 8:30 Lord is a very present help in time of ! a picnic dinner.
Shaw'a Orcheatra will furniab trouble." A mixed choir sang, "Abide
had taken place since our last interview, the business was afterwards conducted ;
to 12.
Mr. Whitman is the old- with a little more outside show of detwo yeare ago.
music. Come and have a good time.
with me," and "Sometime we'll UnderNorth Buckfield.
est man In town, born July 31, 1823, and cency.
stand." Mrs. Chi Ids was the daughter
the
Late arrivais and visitors in
place Is entitled to the Boston Post cane, alI could give other instances in detail
of Chauncey and Charlotte Newhall, and are
Oxford.
Henry and Jamee Robinson of Paria;
he has not yet obtained it; while showing how continuously in different
was born in Waltham, Mass., Aug. 23,
though
Mr. and Mrs. York and Mrs. Catherine
Mr. and Mr·. Johnson and Mr. Call
was born July 4, 1829, and ii ways license laws have been violated In
was once a presidential elector, vu for
1S3S. She became the wife of Harrison Peterson of Massachusetts;
Ezekiel bis wife
(rum Lynn, Mas·., are staying at "The
older by two years than Mrs. our community. In fact, onr saloontherefore
several years a member of tbe RepubliChi Ids of Canton in 1854. They went to ! Graves of
Richmond; Mrs. Laurin Keene Felt reported her.
h can National Executive Committee, and j Pine·."
keepers themselves have not claimed
state of Iowa, but after a few years
the
of East Sumner.
There in a party spending a few weeks
It was surprising to see so much bay they run their business according to law,
was a delegate to a number of national
returned to Waltham, Mass., later
they
is
and
under
Heald
F.
B.
at Camp Dooley.
very poorly
THE ONE PRICE CASH STORE,
Outside ol
still in tbe fields, not only on tbe mono and it is quite true their profits must
to Rumford, Maine, where they
conventions of the party.
the doctor's care.
A parly of young people from Norway moving
: have been much less if they had observed
his legislative career, bis most dis- j
tain, but all along tbe line.
lived until 1875, when they purchased the
came here last Monday evening for a
Tbe men were still busy making th< 1 strictly every provision of the law. In
....
Fickett farm near Irish Bros', mill, where
NORWAY. MAINE.
tinguished service was rendered as ι pleasure ride.
ABBOTT BLOCK, MAIN STREET,
J. Β York and wife of Lowell, Mass.,
member of the peace commission ol
surveys and putting theii the earlier days one of them kept a!
remained until the death of Mr.
geographical
A goodly number attended the picnic they
at
the
Emery cottage.
Five children are visiting
Paris in 1898, which arranged the treaty
figures on bridges, stones and trees gambling table in his establishment; one
Childs Nov. 14, 1900
at Camp Oxford August 4th, and all enMrs. Katerine Peterson and little boy
between the United Sta'es and Spain, al
to tbem, two of whom surThey are doing a large amount of worl at least kept even his front door open on
a very pleasant time.
There were were born
Mrs.
have
been
of
joyed
Natick, Mass.,
visiting
and probably will get their pay for it.
the close of tbe war of that year.
Sundays; some aoid to daoituai arunxCora Josephine, wife of Edwin
lectures ou temperance in the afternoon. vive her,
We failed to see Mrs. Bandai Herrick'i ! ards, a· was evident from the fact that
An orator of much force, in the dayi
and Chauncey Newhall Childs Celia Dunham.
Smith Davia died ol R. Berry,
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Angie
R.
Warren
Mrs.
J.
tc
since
ehe
had
daughter,
little twin boys,
gone
of his prime Mr. Frye was one of the
; drunken and half drunken men were eeen
brothers,
of South Union, also two
and Sun- Oxford on a visit with them that morn about their
typhoid fever Wednesday afternoon al Hiram Newhall
of Chicago, and John Amos Foster, spent Saturday
most sought campaign speakers which
premises; nearly all of them,
a
home
on
Back
Street.
She
leaves
her
Gertrude ing.
the Republican party employed.
probably, sold more or lees to minors
Newhall of Nebraska. Mrs. Childs wae day in Lewiston, guests of
buiband and one daughter.
Warren.
While the hay crop on some farms ii 11 and one broke the record once by ailowWhile always a Republican, devotee
a member of the Methodist Episcopal
1
Mr. and Mrs. Liuneus Millett are en
Mrs. L. A. Keene of Hartford has
to tbe priuciples of his party and exer
and for several years Bang in the
fully equal to last year, It Is thought tbi fog more than a dozen boys to become
relatives from Massachusetts. church,
tertaining
been visiting her sisters, Mrs. A. S. Bee·
one-bal
In
his
saloon.
will
fall
short
drank
welfare
for
its
endeavor
musibis
with
the
best
was
identified
and
nearly
orop
helplessly
choir
cisiog
apple
Ralph Edwards of South Pari· speni cal
and Mrs. Isabelle Swallow.
the hot and dr< I Tet from all that hat been learner!
Tbii
in consequence of
be was an eminently fair man.
training and church concerts. Mrs. seyThere was a dance in
Hall weather.
Sunday with his mother, Mr·. Auns
Grange
al!
in
and
him
in
was
with
her
her
home
during these years of other saloons
made
notable,
Childs
daughquality
Edward·.
Holmes'
furnish'
11th.
Orchestra
Fred Cole's 12 year-old boy did all tbi > throughout the state, ours have been no ;
his service as presiding officer of the
until as before stated she was remov- Aug.
Miss Angle Thayer has been the guesi ter
reand
for
Ice
cream
cake
ed
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 19th, 1911,
Terminates Our Clean-Up Stock Sale.
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tht-wlse
hi

Church. Key. T. S. Kewlev. Pasto;

.rnlng prayermeetlng 10:00 a. u.
Sabbath Schot
crvlce h>:45 A.

;>worth League Meeting 6 00 p. m.
.·'ting Wednesday evening 7:30; cla*
;
7:30.
LetΐΒϋ Friday venlng
Rev. E. A
Davis, Pastoi
,t C 'irch,
v. preaching service 10:45 a. m.; Sal
Y. P. S. C. Κ., β:1ft ρ m.
-■
Ilug 7ΛΟΡ. M.; Wednesday evenln L.
*

Ernest Talbot I*
Prohibition vs. License.
visiting relative· la Safe Blown and Postmuter Shot.
Man.
ι Editor Democrat :
Will yon allow me a small space in
Miss Flora Richards
spent Thursday at bbyant's pond scknb of exciting {
Poland Campground.
your columns on this important subject?
X
AKKAIB —BIKGLABS OOT AWAY.
Shall It be prohibition and continued
Services will be held at the Methodist
of
prosperity, or lloense, with Its train of
church next Sunday as usual.
The poet office at Bryant'· Pond »« evil»? In 1884, after twenty-sl* years
Mrs. Lois Ramsdell of
prohibition, the people of Maine adopted
Lynn, Mass., is entered Tuesday night and the aafe the
the guest of her
amendment to the constitution promother, Mrs. Ellen blown, and when the burglar· wee® *urof intoxiProtblngbam.
prleed by Poatmaater James L. Bowker, viding that the manufacture and the
the sale
and
of
one
at
shots
cating
fired
several
liquors,
him,
Miss Nina Bradford of North Paris was they
which grazed bis thigh without inflicting keeping for «aie of intoxicating liquor*,
a guest of Miss
Florence M. Richardson
be forever prohibited;
any serious injury. The burglar· bave are and shall
a few days last
week.
not been captured.
thus, in addition to the statute law to I
a
Mr. and Mrs.
It was about 1 o'clock in the morning that effect, they made prohibition
Qeorge D. Robertson
and daughter Miriam are
when M. C. Aileu, whose dog had been part of the fundamental law of the state,
the
spending
not be re-1
present week at York.
making a rumpus which indicated that so that the statute law could
of tbe amendwas wrong, discovered a light pealed except by a repeal
Mine Fannie Swett of Portland was something
•ucb as a flashlight would make, in the ment to the constitution. That constithe guest of Miss
Thompson at Charles post office, which is in Dudley Opera tutional provision was adopted by a votel
Edwards' over Sunday.
House Block. Mr. Allen went to tin- of 70,783 yeas. against 23,811 noes, RivThere will be a Good Cheer meeting ι bouse of Postmaster James L. Bowker ing a majority in favor of the amendthree to one.
Wednesday afternoon of this week at 2 and notified him. Mr. Bowker hastily ment of 40 972, or nearly
of prohibio'clock with Mrs. Young.
got into a little clothing and started out, After twenty-six years more
his son Elmer.
tion, making fifty-two years in all, the |
accompanied
by
Newell Powers is clerk in the store of
As Mr. Bowker came out into thel people are asked to repeal that constituW. A. Porter during the absence of
street in front of the store of Edwin tional provision, the purpose of which,
of
Eugeoe Lowe'l at muster.
Andrews, some men who were in front j undoubtedly, is to establish in place
in
Miss Bertha VV. Chapman of Portland of the post office opened fire on him, fir- i)ur prohibitory law, a license law; or,
visited last week in the family of her I ing about seven shots. They tired high, >ther words, we are asked to substitute
and five of the bullets were afterward* j tbe licensed saloon for a law which
uncle, Mr. Β. N. Chapman.

Town Clerk Stuart W. Goodwin and
were the guest* of Mr. and Mr·.
Fred Smith at the Smith oottage the put

family
week.

Harry Lane took a trip
campmeeting on Snoday.
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be conprices, in order to do it quickly. Read this carefully and
vinced that we are offering rare bargains in all these lines of shoes.
Men's Walkover Oxfords, Patent Kid,

button,
Men's Admiral Oxfords, Calf,
Men's Commodore Oxfords, Calf,
two

Men's Walkover and Fitzu Oxfords,
3.00
Russia Calf,
Men's Russia Calf Oxfords, Rubber
3.50
Soles and Heels,

Many other

broken lints of Men's Shoes
low prices.

Thetfollowing goods
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Women's Patent Kid
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meet-1^
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relaying

now

now

$2.39

3.00

2.39

3.00

2.39

3.00

2.39

3.00

2.39

3.60

2.69

$2.50 grade

3.60

now

$2.09

44

2.60

1.98

Women's Patent Kid Ties, American

$2.98

1.98

2.60
Beauty,
2.69 One Broken Lot of Evangeline Brown
3.00
Ooze Calf Pumps,
2.39 Women's Swede Pumps, sizes 2 1-2
3.00
to 4 1-2,
3.00
Patent
Pumps,
2.39 Women's Gun Metal and

Evangeline Button,
36 pairs, 3.00

HOUSE

"

1.49
2.28
2.28

We wish to attract your attention to
the good values we are showing in gingham, cheviot, Nero cloth, and seersucker

petticoats.

Only
SKIRTS of tan Nero cloth with dust raffle,
wide
and
SKIRTS of gingham in assorted narrow

Hammocks, Tennis Rackets and
at 25 Per cent discount

vlUlfUCl

from

regular prices.

stripes, including the staple blues,

SKIRTS of cheviot in

GOODS AT A'LOW PRICE. ONLY A FEW LEFT.
BUY AT ONCE AT THE PHARMACY OF

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.

values at

SKIRTS of blue gingham with featherstitching in
white on the ruffle,

60c.
60c.
60c.
87c.
87c.

SKIRTS of gingham in blue and white stripes.
Fine quality,

87c.

SKIRTS of white seersucker with hemstitched ruffle,

98c.
98c.
98c.
98c.

gingham

SKIRTS of extra quality striped
ruffle of bias bands,

SKIRTS of seersucker in staple stripes,
SKIRTS of fine quality

Successors to F. A. Shurtletr& Co.

Store closed

MAINE

PARIS,

good

at

SKIRTS of seersucker in white,

NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO GET THESE

SOUTH

MAINE

NORWAY,

Wash Petticoats.

BALANCE OF OUR

fVnniipf Çpfc
utla

CO.

SHOE

Phone 38-2

BLOCK

WE ARE CLOSING OUT THE

with

...

gingham,

through remaining Friday

afternoons in

August.

MID-SUMMER

Clearance Shoe Sale !
Men's Ruenet and Oxfords,
Keith's Knnquerors and Custom

Work, 34 00 and $.3 Γ>0 values

Ladies1 White Canvas Oxfords,

$1.75,11.50,

$125 values

For S3.00
For $1.00

331-3 S, Discount Sale
begins Monday Morning, July 24th, with
of Straw Hats, Crash Hats, and Chilstock
our
dren's Wash Suits. Also a 26 per cent discount
on the Men's Coat and Pant Suits.
It

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

BLUE STORES

WOW

Former Price

STRAW
44

44

1.00
76c

44

44

44

44

Ready

Bargains?

according

MEN'S SUITS, reduced

to

MEN'S ODD TROUSERS, reduced
to

quality,
$2

to

44

according

26c to

quality,

66c
60c
33c

44

44

$10.60

7.60
6.76
6.37
4.66

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

This is

a

Bargain Sale of Broken Lots,

the sizes not

J. R

AT BARGAINS
Blouses, Ball Suits

44

4

10.00
9.00
8.60
β.00

Youths' Suits and Odd Trousers
Boys' Suits, Odd Pants, also Wash

44

COAT AND PANT SUITS

$14.00

Men's Straw and Panama Hats Cut to the Quick.
$7.60 Panamas, $6.48. $6 Panamas, $3.98

33c
1 7c

44

CRASH SUITS

76c
60c

$1

60c

44

44

$1.00

$7

1.00
ββο

STRAW AND CRASH HATS

60c
26c

Are You

$1.33

HATS

$2.00

1.60

Summer Clearance Sale
for the

MAINE

NORWAY,

W. O. FROTHINGHAM,

being complete.

PLUMMER

Clothier and Furnisher

South Paris

Square

31 Market

Suits, Pants,

AT CLEARANCE SALE PRICES
You
our

can save

stores now.

yourself Time,

Work and Money

SOUTH PARIS

Posters Advertising

a

PARIS TRUST COMPANY was orbecause there was a demand for
It has grown to its
a bank in this place.
because
the
people in this vicinity
present size

appreciate the need of the bank, and the value
that the bank is to them.

Ball Qame,

THERE
amounts of
is

auction, a play, or any other
event, should be neat and pleasan

great
their

ing to the eye. The Oxford Democrat office has a reputation for
printing posters which satisfy

handling

even

small

It costs nothing to try it and you
not like it ; it is all in your

neighbor already has
account with

an

us.

We would like to begin to do
business with you.

PARIS

2.60
3,00

TRUST

SOUTH

I shall sell my entire line of fancy plush robes at 10 per cent discount.
Now Is the time to buy a nice robe cheap.

PARIS.

COMPANY,
MAINE.

4

James N. Favor, SûwÎS.r"
•1 Main St,

own.

Your

AT THE TUCKER HARNESS STORE.
$1.76
Single, Green or Gray Plueh,
2.00
Extra Quality, Single, Green or Gray Plueh,
...

one,

stop if you do
favor.

Bargains in Plush Lap Robes
...

no

money, that will not find it a
convenience to have a check account of

can

the most critical.

Double, Plain Green and Black Plush,
Beat Quality plain Green and Black,

COMPANY.

THEganized

NORWAY

(Two Stores)

TRUST

PARIS

by visiting

F. H. NOYES CO.

—

f

$3.00 grade

Beauty,

will be very attractive to the ladies.

$4.00 grade

Women's Patent Pump, New Century,
Women's Gun Metal Ties, American

25 a Discount

|

I

correspondingly

|

ground.

Button,
48 pairs,

2.98 Women's Calf Evangeline Blucher,
60 pairs,
2.98
Button,
Kid
Women's
Evangeline
2.98
36 pairs,
2.69
Metal
Women's Qun
Evangeline But2.39
50 pairs,
ton Oxfords,
Women's Patent Pump Evangeline.
2.98
24 pairs,
Patent Evangeline, Ooze Top
Women's
2.69
25 pairs,
Button Oxfords.

EI. N. SWETT

a|

Flor-lj;

Evangeline

trades. Do not get the impression that all
These are only a few of the bargains which we offer you. You will find many other equally good
as the lowest.
as
low
are
which
always
goods are marked down. We have many regular lines still held at regular prices
low
these
at
prices. This is to be a STRICTLY CASH
This sale is now on and will continue till goods are sold, but they will go very quickly
SALE. No credit will be given.

|ΰ

busi-1

be cold at

Women's Calf

$3.39

now

This well-known line of shoes needs no recommendation from us.
2.28
to ple-ise you. We
They are all right in every way. Good style and sure
make these low prices to close them out at this time because we must have
2.76 the room for fall
goods

Women's Vici Kid Evangeline Blucher,
40 pairs, 3.00

]

|r

to

Women's Patent Kid Sorosis Boots,
Women's Patent Kid Sorosis Boots,

Pleasantly
|j

h

$4.60 grade

5.00
4.00
Men's Fitzu Oxfords and Fat. Leather, 4.00
3.60
Men's Oxfords, several odd lines,
3.00
Men's Oxfords, Calf, button,
Men's Walkover and Fitzu Oxfords,
4.00
Russia Calf,
Men's Walkover and Fitzu Oxfords,
3.50
Buseia Calf,

some]

J

we

we are

low

village.

and Waterford
Dairy
Testing Association held its monthly
meeting Wednesday at W. H. & 6. H.
Dunu'a. The meeting was a very interesting one and attended by nearly 200.
State dairy Inspector, H. C. Black, Prof.
R. W. Redman of the U. of M., and William H. Davis of the Maine Parmer were
present. President Vergil E. Dunn presided and the discussions, papers and re
ports were of great value. Mr. Davis
ipoke on "Farm Bookkeeping," Mr
Black on "Register of Merit," and Mr
Redman on "Swine as an Adjunct to the
The

reason

among those who have

Judge Jonea and family are at Small
Poiut for a time. The family will remain
for aome time bnt the Judge will return
the first of the week to attend to busl-

overstocked in many lines. For this
have decided to reduce stock, and make these extremely

We find at this time that

On aoconnt of the low water there it
no transportation from the village by boat
to the lake cottage*. Mr. and Mr*. C. T<

found in the front of the Andrew* store
prohibits the eetablisoment of open
Misses Martha and Mary Maxim of I
Mr. Bowker, who was entirely unarmed, laloons and the manufacture and sale of
All ar
Cambridge, Mass., are at B.J Turner'-I picked up aome atones and rushed tow intoxicating liquors, and the argument Dairy."
Seats free.
vice 7:30.
\.,r
on Uill Street for a few weeks.
! ard the burglars, pelting tbem with the », that prohibition has proved a failure,
A few of Norway's citizens who pay
ni Church, Kev Chester Core MUlei
service every Sunday s ΐ
,i nlng
Alfred H. Jackson and family and I atones. The men fired three more shots, because it is claimed that liquor is sold >ne hundred dollars tax or more:
HV.
R.
Y.
P.
I'
li
C.
law
at
tbe
>ne of them cutting a furrow across Mr.
η tbe state, and for that reason
Sunday School
3. H. Adam*
Mrs. M. L. Whittle were at Camp
$134.6!»
■ M*
Ε. E. Andrewe
123 21
Bowker's thigh. They then ran, and loes not prohibit.
«-·
merteva at Sbagg Pond over Sunday.
H. Γ. 4. Ε. E. Andrews
219.30
arson,
were
laws
lost in the darkness.
The
murder,
prohibit
STATRD RKKTISOa.
FI.
J.
230
75
Hang*
Mise Mabel Sawyer of Maynard, Mass.. I Word
was immediately sent in all diBcsrula
14Λ.3Λ
inrglrtry, gambling and other crime", Mrs. F. N. Barker
M —Pari Lodge, So.
f ι ν
was the guest of Mrs. Leon S. Fairbanks-1
118.92
r .tu lay evening on or before fullinoon
rections by telephone. At South Parie j ill of which are violated. Why not re- H. L. Bartlett
I. F. Bolster
at Geo. B.
109.80
Mount '"lea Lodge, regular mee'
Crockett's a few days last about 3 o'clock
Deputy Sheriff Cole took peal those laws, because they do not pro- B. F. Bradbury
159.45
in, evealt of eacn week.—Auror 1 week.
1.
in their >rrtn Brown
and
establish
the
libit
four
off
an
east-bound
crimes,
103 M
.hlru
freight,
and
evening
tramps
Monday
t.ï.ret
A. Cole
125 99
-th.
The South Paris base ball team played I but subsequent developments were such jlace local option laws, that men may 3.
144 25
Mjui Pleasan Rebekah Lodge, Su
be pro- i. W.Conrad
the Paris Hill team at the Bill Saturday I that they were released Thursday morn- iteal or gamble in one town and
Γ. Ο Crooker
220.75
ont am: fourth Fridays or eacl
1
This
argument 3. B. Cummlnge A Sons
1.346.24
afternoon. Score 12 to ϋ in favor ο' I ing. Christopher Bryant, watchman at libited in another?
Î■
>·! Ke >ws'Hall.
1«5.0!<
Che Tebbets spool mill at Locke's Mills, kgainst prohibition because it does not f. A. Danforth
ϋ -W Κ ïlmball Post, So. 14S, mee; 1 South Paris.
r.
136 00
of eaci
Elliott
kturdav evening:;ri
naw five meu go by about 3:30 in
ibsolutely prohibit people from selling î Q.
B. Foster
217.56
I
η... A. R. Hall.
a number of people from
South
I
in
Quite
the
206.25
morning, who refused to answer his hail, ntoxicating liquors in every place
freeland Howe
Kîmbai Circle, Laities of the U. A
«
Paris attended the Empire Grove camp I and there is
110.93
Π. L. Home
-'r->t snd third Saturday evenings ο
good reason to think that itate, is used by those who want to get ire.
188.21
W. Hobbe
ί.
'd itrand Λπιιί Hall.
meeting on Sunday, which was the last they were the burglars.
is
talk
Such
id of the law.
promulgate
l
η
meet»
385.58
L.
·βrial
;.
,shua L. C h am
Hathaway
Camp
day of the meeting.
Sheriff J. M. Barttett of Stonebam. I id by tbe saloon-keeper, who alone i. F Jacknon
154.44
τ icsilay night after the full of th«
175.90
The brick sidewalk in front of th»· I and Deputy Sheriff·· Cole of South Pari* | vould be benefitted by a license to sell. v. F. .Tote*
1
159.55
'rank Kimball
"arls Grange, from May I to Oct.
not
does
*nd
Bickoell
of
that
were
is
It
Jut
true
promptly
Norway
prohibition
Deering Memorial church on Pleasant I
118.30
I..
McCrellls
*nl third Saturday; during th«
lancy
Post Office Inspector] irohibit? It must be admitted that there larrtet P. Mlllett
108 38
street bas been taken up, and a cement I >n the ground.
r o' the year, meets every -Saturday, in
£
306.0»
re no open saloons In tbe rural parts of
Jennings also came from Portland
walk is being put in there.
orway Bld. Association
ol
255.00
Co
fourth
Monday·
Second and
rracks of a party of men were found
he state of Maine, and very few in the iorway Shoe Shop
153.00
'orway Lodge, I. O. O. F., No. 16
D. Ε I eading around the west side of the pond,
Myron W. Maxim, Mr. and
ities, and what there are, if any, are Norway
770.00
Water Company
t
—Stony Brook Lodge, So. 181, Dresser and Mr.
\eruoi)l·
and
Mrs.
tnd by road and field to Locke's Mill*·,
999.95
un In open violation of the law, as laran 1 fourth Wedcesday evenings
'orway A Paris 8t. Ity
Walton were at the Maxim camp at l· hence to near the "rabbit road," ao I
122.40
-Lonth.
ίο-way Savings Bank
0; 3,
eny and burglary are committed in
153 00
he F. H. Noyes Co
•mUn Lodge.So. 31. meets ever
Shagg Pond a few Jays last week.
where they were lost in the
violation of tbe law. The same
:alled,
pen
135.51
Hall.
F.
P'ke
1.
L.
»t
Pythian
-.enlag
f x
roods. There is little doubt that these
110.85
ondition would exist under license,
•ennls Pike
Mrs. L. J. Brackett made a short trip
199.11
H. Pride
Karrar of Parle Hill ww at to Harrison last weeic, and her son, Rob· I vere the tracks of the post office burg- sn't it worth something to tbe state of
155.00
B. A 7. S. Prince
woods
inio
of
of
but
io
the
sale
area
the
week.
■'>
that
last
ars,
laine
Intoxicating
large
(i;;v
ert. who has been there since the close
117.61
A. Ktchardeon
vhich they led a successful hunt could
122 22
F Bldlon
quore has been driven out of the rural
'v
IT. Robinson. who has been of school, returned home with her.
il
411 84
W. Sanborn
lave been made only by a large force ο I
ections and most of the cities, except in
now.
better
255.00
-uewbat
Smiley
O.
11.
left
ill,
Bumpus
Monday morning , nen, and it was after a while abandoned
ccasional secret places and at the peril
106 38
[. P. Smith
for Onset, Ma«s., where Mrs. Bumpusl
The door of the post office had been
f being detected and punished?
102.· 9
» J. Libby of Brookline, Mass.,
mma J. Smith
y .4
has
some
been
for
he
and
where
62
weeks,
133
in
the
F. Smith
11 orced with tools taken from the Grand
...» at Geo. R
Morton's.
What has been accomplished
1M-4Ï
L. Starl'lrd
will remain for the rest of the season.
Γ rrunk
below the village, and the
tate of Maine under fifty-two years of
quarry
218.94
A. S'ephcns
Elder weDt to Maiden,
;tr es R
il
rohibition? I find that in thirty years,
171.03
P. Stnn·»
Miss Kannv N. Chapman was in Bethel l· afe bad been blown. It was a neat job
iuesday, for a short stay.
Mi..
1M 00
f safe blowing, and is pronounced to be
he E. N. Swett Shoe Store
■om 18S0 to 1910, the state has increased
the past week to attend the wedding of
839 69
N. Tnbbs
ie
the
he
work
of
The
The
plunder
deposits in-fc etij. Tucker
professionals.
her cousin, Miss Christene Chapman, and
\i ; λ Kasttnan of
population 92,733.
109.78
mounted to only about $50 in stamps
uncle, George F. Eastman Mr. Robert McCoy of Columbus, Ohio.
ivings banke in 1SS3, the year before
NONRESIDENT.
jjuest :
124.95
nd money, as Mr. Bowker takes home
R. Clark
institutional prohibition was enacted,
visBuewell
Lula
Mi*s
V
and
η g
100 00
Mrs. C. A. Prescott and daughter, , rith him at night the bulk of the valua
Au
elrn of C. S. Edwards
ere $33,510,729; in 1910 the deposits in
43
134
week
laat
J.
A
r».
several
Harding
days
Mrs. Gladys Hammond, and her daugh-11 les in the office.
itai ic
iiisston
ie fifty-two savings banks were $98,402,204.00
nna A. G. L. Noyee
ter. formerly of South Paris, now of I
τ f. Senter
127.50
on
was a
in
Three
had
been
Titus'
the
to
added
of
Lewieton
and
Gunn
that,
istrangers
deposits
rence
$8,
M
133.88
Ltvermore Falls, are visiting at Mrs. „ tore a
M. Tlbbrtts
nister Mrs. Frauk Dunham
day or two before the burglary iterest in the forty trust companies, ellle
124.95
bbleJ Tubbs
Leach's.
ο buy canned goods and soon, and
the
same as
as
11
taken
be
bich
should
207.83
week.
last
clrs of W. H. Whltcomb
155.35
ana and other things which were identimakwere
E.
banks,
$40,145.401,
Young
Maurice L. Noyee has sold the house
ivings
A mee has purchased the house where he is now
ft
ed as part of that sale were found at a
ig a total of $144,547,989, or an increase
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills and Mr. and
on
living
and
Street
on
A. West
lace in the woods a mile or ao south of
High
of I.
f $111,031,200, and to this may appro1rs. E. F. Smith returned from a week's
Street to hie father, Joseph A. Noyea,
move ! in.
who recently moved from this village to I he village, indicating that the burglars
riately be added the $18,000,000, in ■ip, by auto, to Richmond, Gardiner,
^
made
a
there.
ad
meal or more
tund numbers, that are in the eavings
ugusta and other places the first of laet
Kiorence Jarvie of Manchester North Norway.
M
apartments of national banks, bearing eek.
is a truest at Guy Cole's for a
Ν Η
Mrs. Capt. Drew and daughter Eliza-L
Road Commissioner Roberts is conanniversary of Mt. Mica Lodge. iterest at the same rate as in savings
couple ol weeks.
beth, of Brooktoo, Mass arrived Satur- I An
inks.
ducting a much needed state road on
interesting program, though not
manu·
in
her
A number from here will attend the day to visit their cousins, J. A. and J. Ε. I j
the
state
of
wealth
The
rHge Street. Heretofore, although the
jng or elaboiaie, was prepared for the
St. K. .eo celebration at Canton this Kenney. They came from Brockton asl·
ictures, and agriculture, and all other
>ad is very high, the water and mud
observance of Mt. Mica
nniversary
far as Mechanic Falls by trolley roads.
week Wednesday.
idustries, has kept pace with this in
ere always present for a long time after
>odge, No. 17, I. 0. 0. F.. last Thursday
ease of population and increase of
Nathan A. Chase, who has been here
slight shower of rain.
Miss Ruth Priest of Winchester, Mass
vening. This is the thirty-seventh anfrom
Miss Eva Upton, for some time with
i«a guest of Misses Marguerite and Mil- two weeks on h« vacation, and Mrs
iversary of the lodge, the actual date ivings In our banks. Why change
condition that has produced this grand
frs. Jas. N.
Favor, will go to the
Chase and daughter Priscilla, who had lb eing Aug. 5th, but the observance as a
dred Klder, for two weeks.
•salt to a condition that would give us
1st where she will take the
been here for about two months, returned Ι π latter of convenience was held
on |
Sept.
nspital
Ε : Hubbard of Portland and C. N.
ie open, licensed ealoon, which is the
>gular nurses' course to fit her for the
Saturday to their home in Ilion, Ν. Υ.
bursday evening.
Eastman of Albany were visitors last
enace of any population; while it may
ork.
Mr. Mica Lodge was organized Aug.
will
have
Paris
L
Next
Grauge
Saturday
week at George P. Eastman's.
5 said of some that they would never
H. F. Andrews, wife and children, left
with thirteen charter members,
with dinner. The r 1S74,
an all-day meeting
ite to open a ealoon in their own town,
is membership rapidly
Wednesday for an auto trip to St.
increased, and
M ss Bessie L. Cole is spending two afternoon sessiou will be an
open
has steadily enjoyed a good degree of
ley yet advocate the open ealoon, claimury, Vt.
week" with relatives at Fortune Rock,
ing. with temperance rally, and a number I
Γο. D, 2d Regt. Inft., left for camp at
g that less liquor would be drunk. We
Now it bas a membership
oear H; ldeford. and at Lynn, Mass.
of addressee. The public are cordially I rosperity.
in
saloon
licensed
that
an
any
ly
open,
ugusta Monday. They will be away
in the immediate vistanding
good
The Kan Tans are asked to meet with invited to attend.
iwd in the state of Maine would increase
bout ten days. Capt. L. H. Daughraty
inity of 200, a tine hall, and a good
M «s Α. M. Douglass this Monday evenie use of liquor more than five-fold,
as ih command with a full company of I
\V. L. Libby will finish his engage- a mount of property.
ing t talk over a little pleasure
om what is used at the present time,
len and officers.
n.ent as clerk in the store of Α. Η I
Major Bial F. BradL. W. II oil is presided at the program I
nets.
makes liquor drinking respectable, to
There was a violin
Jackson this week, aud will go to setting Π bursday evening.
ury has command of the hospital corps
certain extent, where now H is not re
Γ twenty-four men. Capt. M. P. Stiles
Mr and Mrs. X. W. Ordwav of Old up apple barrels at his place on Deering I s jlo by Hubert Davis, two duets by Mrs.
for
[tends camp as member of the colonel's
Minot L. Whittle will take his Ι V Wilson and Mrs. Smiley, a solo by Mrs. I )ectable. It opens the avenue
Orchard were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. Street.
aff.
ΙV Hlson with violin obligato by Mr. jung men to become debauched and
Ν Auderson a few days the tirst of last place in Jackson's store.
I. W. Waite and wife were at Dixfield j
issipated and ruined, where now the
lavis, a song by Ralph Andrews, and
week.
Mr. and Mrs 11. A. Morton, Miss
îe first of the week on a business trip.
imptation is hidden from tbem.
>ading by Mist* Nettie Newell, with re
standDr. W. I. Merrill and family plan to ence Kichardson, Miss Maud Carter, Mis» I larks
economic
and
From a business
M. W. Sampson is erecting a boat house
by Hon. James S. Wright and A.
make a visit to Calais by automobile, Sara Swett and Miss Ethel C. Crockett I I. Sburtleff.
jint, If from no other,
prohibition
here the old wharf existed. The bulldboats
îould be sustained and the ealoon outjta:".n^ Wednesday morning of this were at Kamp Killooleet, Shagg Pond,
ig will accommodate his two large
Mr. Wright spoke well but at no
Mrs. Morton, Miss Swett I
over Sunday.
week.
wed. The vast amount of money that
ad will be 22x29 ft., 16 ft. posted. Harry
iderable length, reviewing the progress [
I
and Miss Crockett are remaining there
verett is head carpenter. Hiram Wildes,
paid every year for drink does nobody
f the
Mr. and Mrs. Dwigbt M. Wise of
during its thirty-seven
the
L ears of lodge
through the week.
tie Dubee and H. H. Hosmer are of the |
life, and the moral and material | lygood; it brings nothing Into
Rock'and, Mass., visited bis parents,
rew.
ate, but is carrying off annually hunThere were about forty couples who t enetits of Odd Fellowship.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wise, a short time
reds of our young, enterprlsine busiThe new firm of Ζ L. Merchant «fc Co.
attended tbe dance at Academy Hall, I
Mr. Sburtleff spoke of various matters
last week.
ess men, who otherwise would no; onlv
pened the store as Muccessors to S. B. &
Paris Hill, la*t Friday night. There
ι the early days of the lodge, of which
will
water-colors
add
Mis* Mary Maxim's
» an honor to the state, but would
S. Prince, Tuesday morning.
will be another dance Friday night, Aug. I b e baa vivid recollections. Mr. Sburtleff
be on exhibition for the next two weeks IS.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A Danforth were of the
.rgely to Its prosperity and wealth.
»ceived the initiatory degree within two
Dancing from 8:30 to 12.
Hours
a' ii. J Turner's on Hill Street.
business
Âll business men and large
Come U reeks after the organization of tbe
Orchestra will furnish music.
people of Maine who spend their winfrom to 5 p. m.
iterprise* who seek the employment of >rs at Southern Pines," and enjoyed the
aod bave a good time.
)dge, and has been an unfailing attendonual reunion at Portland, Tuesday.
>ung, active men as clerks, salesmen,
ntat the weekly meetings of the lodge
Kev. Α 'Γ. McWhorter and family are
Kev. Eiisba Sacderson and family, whoP
rin whatever capacity they wish them,
Mrs. Hosea Abbott is with her daugbwas introduced as the
Ile
ver since.
PenneseeLake
a
on
in
cottage
occupy
had occupied the Baptist parsonage for a I
recommendations, and among sr, Mrs. Albion Buck in Portland. She
•quire
îan who has attended more meetings of
wassee for a week or more, going there
month, returned the last of the week to I ^ is
ie first questions aeked is this, "Is he
ill visit her sister, Mrs. C. C. Tibbetts
lodge than any other man in Maine
Thursday morning.
their home in Sedgwick, and Kev. E. A.I.
Idicted to the use of intoxicating
t Kennebnnk for a month before ber rethe past thirty-seven years, and this
at
who
bad
been
and
family,
At last the water which runs down Davis
quor?" If he is, nine times out of ten irn to Norway.
oubtless is a fact.
tht gutter en 11 itch Street is going iuto wick, returned home and are again estab-1
β is rejected.
The members of Mt. Hope Rebekab
Every secret and bene·
After the program, which occupied lithere.
in
hshe<l
the
not
the river through the sewer, and
vast
parsonage
cial order, which has done a
!e more than an hour, ice cream and
odge, I. O. O. F., will hold a fair about
into Hussey's garden.
The proceeds
nount of good, requires a statement
ae middle of November.
After about ten days spent in drilling I f tucy crackers were served, and an hour
ill be Invested in lodge furnishings, etc.
lowing that the applicant is not adMr*. Elleu Richards, who has been on the ledge at Snow's Falls for the state Ι ν ras spent socially. The evening wan
at Peak's
of
is
icted to the use
intoxicating liquors.
Mrs. Alma Harriman
ti«rmg her son, Dr. Richards, iu Rhine- road work, a lot of blasting was done ν ery warm, and the attendance, while
Whatever large and important undermd with ber slater Mrs. Addie Knights.
laii-i-r. Wis for a number of weeks, has one day last week, and the road was I g ood, was not no large as it doubtless
iking men enter into where aid and
Owen P. Brooke took a party conslstfilled so full of rock that it was neces- I ν rould have been with a lower degree of
recurred to her home here.
elp is required from others, the use of tg of himself and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
sar.v to close it to travel for a day or two 11 smperature.
Mr and Mrs. H. W. Shaw entertained
itoxicatlng liquor is prohibited.
rill Stone, Emma Stone and Mrs. Frank
before the rock could be removed.
a few friends at their home Wednesday
Now if this is so esoential in business
[imball to Poland camp ground in his
Paris
for
Grange
exhibit,
Committees
Delicious refreshments were
J. R Libby of Portland will speak in I
evening.
why should the public place uto. They attended the
lterprlses,
1911:
14,
12,
fair,
13,
Sept.
ee
d and a good time enjoyed by all.
ie temptation before young men by alNew Hall next Friday evening in the I ounty
leeting.
Mine Mettle I
Committee of
Mr. Libby is
Arrangements
iuterest of prohibition.
iwing gilded saloons, attractive places
Henry W. Carter of Providence, R. I.,
A !>ert Ames has purchased the house
Mrs.
Mrs
M.
and
A.
Mr.
lebards,
Ryerson,
in the campaign
an active part
here
can be led in and contract
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Ranger.
taking
they
of Mr» S'ancy G Sessions Spofford 00
ugle Berry, Almon Cairn*. Henry Hammond,
ie habit that they might not acquire if
for the retention of the prohibitory I ji rank Richards.
Rev. and Mrs. B. C. Wentworth, Mrs.1
H
le Avenue, and will move into it
and should have a good 1
M. Bennett, Etta Noyes, Mr. and Mrs.
iey were hidden from them? It Is no
Bert Cumralnge, Frank
fr
his house on High Street where he amendment,
Collecting Exhibit
se to argue that prohibition does not
house. An orchestra will furnish music, ! ludley, Krnest Talbot, Robert York.
rank Stevens, Aaron Noble and wife,
now live·.
rohiblt, because, while it may not
larvey Knapp and his sister Mrs. Julian
Fruit—Chaa. Edwards, R. H. Gate·, Α. P. I
On account of the Empire Grove camp I 3 teams,
Mrs. Walter Peaslee and daughter
W. H. Swett, (J. H. Ileal·), Walter I isolutely eradicate the evil, it prohibits
rown, Mrs. Chan. Merrill and children,
as many wished to attend, the 11
K.
who
have
L.
Jarvle
Ο.
Η
A.
Ν.
meeting,
of
Abbott,
Wright.
>rie
Thayer,
S.
James
Exeter,
nightly,
Màrj
1rs. Frank Dow and son, and Marie Wilb«eu visiting Mrs. Peaslee's mother, Mrs. Methodist church was closed Sunday, It llfford, John Brown, Carroll King, Alton
s are among those who are at Poland
Francis Shaw.
M .Mida Richardson, for a few weeks, re- and the Congregational and Univer-M laxtm,
Teachers.
uckfleld-Hartford-Hebron
amp
Leon
Brooke,
Vegetables— C. II. Kimball,
sslist churches being closed for the
turned home Tuesday.
Capt. John Waldo Nash is making an
B. Talbot. S M. Rowe,
rank Ryerson, Λ
Schools in the union district of Buckmonth, the only services for the day
κbibit for the Grand Trunk Railway,
liuon Ch'ircblll, Geo. Chapman, Urban Calm·,
will
com·
Mr aud Mrs H. W. Shaw, Miss Ida were at the
and
Hebron
Hartford,
there
eld,
I
Baptist church, where
j ohn McPhee, Philip Mason, F. K. Lovtjoy,
>r the International Fair to be held at
De-iii and Mr. Carl S. Briggs were at was a
lence as follows:
village and high 'oronto in
I * flllard Bryant.
large congregation.
August.
K' ant Pond
5. Schools
shools,
rnral,
Sept.
11;
Tuesday night, where
Sept.
Iloney an<! Dairy Products— H. A. Swan, W.l
M re. Clarence L. DeCoster and ber
Muw's Orchestra played at the dancing
On
Hartford, Aug. 21; in Hebron, Sept. tother Mrs.
Thursday, August 10th, the L I. Twltcbell, Mrs. Cora Talbot, Mrs. A nule
Tigue and daughters, Addie
I.
Pbilatbea Class of the Baptist church Ι λ Pheeler, Mrs. Bert Cutnmlngs, Mr·, Geo
[arty given by Miss Laura Day.
nd Clarabel are at their Old Orchard
the l hapman, Mr·. Kmma Davis, Mis. Ethel Calm·.
teachers bave been aaFrank
with
Mrs.
Turner,
Tbe
met
leaving
following
Mme Helen L C'bapman bas been takutiage for a few weeks.
Mr·. Lucv Eilwanle, Mrs.
church at 1) o'clock and going by team. I Fancv Work
gned:
ing a vacation for the past week from
Charles G. Blake and wife of Philidelelite Mason, Mr·. Flora Maxim, Mrs. Ellen
a bountiful dinner of chicken pie,
BUCKFIELD.
After
Mr·.
Jennie
in
Edith
her work as stenographer
Mr. Wright'*
Pateraon,
,mee, Mrs.
hia are the guests of Col. and Mrs. W.
took
cake and hot coffee, Mr. Turner
lsh School
'enlev, Mrs Beryl Hill, Mr·. Emily Cook,
Dr. and Mrs. Albert
7. Whitmarsh.
Olfice, and ha» been spending the time the
Mr·. Lizzie Clifford,
Principal—Vernon K. Rrackett.
bay rack and gave us a ride to Hall I s 1rs. Georgia Daggett,
Jobu
witii the family of her uncle,
lut an·! 2Ί anslxtanta. unaeelRned.
hompson of Philadelphia are also guests
King. Mr*. Rose Swan, Mr·. Lottie
l'ond. Wc enjoyed tbe trip very much. I Ire. Ada
-ammar—Helen M. Morton.
Snail.
a.e·. Mise Lizzie Ryerson, Mrs. Cella Rver
f Col. and Mrs.Whitmarsh. Mrs Tbomp·
'hitman—l.ura Foster.
Returning to the bouse the business I „ m. Mr· Bertha Bennett, Mr·. Eliza Lovejoy,
in and Mrs. Whitmarsh are sisters and
rince—lulla Glle.
The Lumley Castle Band will give a meeting of the class was held and a vote a Ira Rose Davla.
[r. Blako is a brother.
llen-^Amv Turner.
Market Square green of thanks was given Mrs. Turner. We I Food—Mre. 8. E. Jackson, Mrs. Annie Kimcoucert on the
aet Buck field—Jennie Record.
Dr. and Mr·. H. L. Trufant left the
Swett, Mr·. Achsa Shaw, Mrs
arnlt—Harlow Gerrlxh.
Wednesday evening of this week. The then started for home after a very pleas-11 all. Mrs. Annie Mr·.
ist of the week for a visit with Dr. TruLillian Swift, Mrs. Ellen
Imma Starblrri,
>uth Hill—Unaeslened.
bo?» have been putting in a lot of prac- ant day.
l· urtl·, Ml·· Mary Swan, Mrs. Emma Everett, I orth Buck tie Id—Kola Swallow.
int's parents In Danforth. They went
tice getting ready for this, and will be
Brlggs, Mrs. Mary Wheeler, Mr·.
HABTTOBD.
The head of the sewer work is now at Ρ Ire. Carrie
y auto.
aMle S tar bird.
prepared to do a good job.
I
H.D.Smith of the National Bank I*
the corner of High and Gothic Streets.
lover—Martha Curtis.
Rowe. Mr·. Mary
He will visit bis
Tier—Marlon Tyler.
a vacation.
The Grand Trunk station is being and the laying of the pipe Is well along Γ Canned Good·—Mr·. Sadie Mrs.
aving
Kate
Annie
Holden,
Mr·.
will,
Knightly,
'hltlng—Grace Allen.
The manhole in
painted a drab or lead color, with trim- toward that point.
augbter in No. Weymouth, Mass., and
1rs. Annie Bryant, Mr*. Anna Churchill, M re.
nlon, Centre and Mountain—Unaeelgned.
on at Vinalbaven.
mmgs of a darker shade. The building the Square is completed, and catch 11 Lose Brooke, Mrs Gertrude Twlichell, Mr·,
HKBHON.
ïertrude Hammond, Mra. Georgia Thaver,
"a* getting somewhat defaced by its basins have been put in on each side of
I}
cadeiny—Olcle Sturtevant.
VUdam King, Wllber Sturtevant, Mrs. Jennie
jilom—Roberta Rowc.
many years of use, nevertheless it looks tbe street at the lowest point of the hoi-1, IcPhee.
The little town of Bingham had a $65,·
rltfliton Hill—Nora Pugtley.
fumy to see paint of that color going on low on High Street. Work Is now in
00 fire on the 5th inst. Its spread was
P. Stearne, Kate Hammond, C-l
Tlbbette.
Antl<|uee—S.
entre—Jennie
of
to red pressed brick.
I, j. Case, Harrleon Farrar, John Swift, Chandler eleon, No. 8, and Alder»— Unaselgned.
progress on catch basins in front
□ally checked by a bucket brigade with
store and in front of Star-11 wlft, S. P. Maxim, Mr. and Mr·. G. W. Waterwho I rater hauled from a brook by teams.
without
Mrs. C. A. Bessey of Stoneham, Mass., Plummer's
Teachers
experience,
Hiram
R.
C.
ι
C.
CDearborn,
Peuley,
Tbe sewer from louee,
bird's barber shop.
made special arrangements
arrived here Wednesday night, and Friave not
terry.
Odd Fellows' Block and True Block, I
rith the superintendent and who wish
day morning she and her sisters, Mrs. L. which has
Cut Flower· and Potted Planta— A. E. Morse,
THIRTY YEARS TOGETHER.
run into the sewer I
formerly
Mies
Barbara
C. Morton and Mrs Geo. B. Crockett,
ire. Faustina Brown,
Chapman,
ï teach in the rural sobodl· in Buckfield,
Block to the river, has I, «le* Joeephlne Cole. Mrs. Cora Everett, Mrs.
I
to
Thirty
years of association—think of
are
took the morning train for Montreal, from Billing·
Hartford
lebron and
requested
stands I
a
been connected with the town sewer, the l· rivla Richardson, Misa Marjorle Penley, W. S.
ike the teachers' examination held at | t. How the merit of good thing
going from there to Canton, Ν. Υ
Itarblrd.
as
I
to
make,
connection
being very easy
ut in that time—or the worthTessneso
at
Buckfield
at
school
where they will visit their brother, Rev.
tie
building
high
Abble Abbott, Mrs.
Mr·
no guesswork
the trench cut directly across the brancû I Miscellaneous
o'clock A. M., August 26th. An exarai- f a bad one. So there's
Henry P. Forbes. D. D., for two weeks.
Mabelle Whitman, Mrs. Ella Kenney, Mr·,
a tMs evidence olThos. Arise, Concord,
A Bide trip to Niagara will also be taken. P'P®·
I tdel'a Maxim, Mrs. Jennie Brett, Mr·. Mary
ation will also be given at tbe same plaoe
"I have used Dr.
Itearn·, Mrs. Lucy Dearborn, Mr*. Lizzie
nd hour for any prospective students flch., who writes:
Claims for damages have been made by
Business for the October court.
Doutelle, F. L. St<rblrd, Ernest Stanton.
New Discovery for 30 year·, and
[ing's
rho wish to enter the high school from
Mrs. Almirs J. Kenney and the Cum·
t's the best cough and cold cure I ever I
Criminal bueine·· for the October term
he town to Buckfield who have not
miogs Manufacturing Co. against the of court it already accumulating in some
Resolutions.
sed." Once It finds entrance in a home
it.
taken
revionaly
*
South Paris Village Corporation for the !
ou can't pry It out. Many families have
M. A. Sturtevant, Supt.
Whereas, We are again called upon to
quantity.
diversion of water from Stony Brook,
sed it forty years. It's the most infalPeter Ayotte of Rumford, a young fel- -ecord the loan by Divine Will of another
and in accordance with the law the coun- low of about 20
ble throat and lung medicine on earth.
years, ia again awaiting good and true comrade, therefore,
kcuuiuu.
Kcgimcm
si-ioin-apin
ty commissioners bave been petitioned tbe court. Ια October of laat year he
Juequaled for the grippe, asthma, hayReaoved, That In the death of Comrade
com poaed of the aurto fix the amount of damages.
association
At theii was sentenced to five months in jail for
The
ever, oroup, quinsy or sore lungs. Price
Leander Swan the remaining members of
meeting last week the commissioners assault upon a young lady at Rumford. W Κ Kimball Poet, O. A. R., have sua- 1 ivors of the l*M0tb-29th Maine Remi0c, $1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranheld its annual reunion Thursday
fixed Tuesday, Sept. 5, at 10 ▲ M., as ih< On
&ed by Cbas. H. Howard Co.
Sunday, tbe 6th, be waa arrested on ealned a great loss. He was a genial 1 ttents
t It· headquarters at Long Island, Port·
time of hearing on the case.
tbe charge of criminal assault upon a girl friend, a worthy citizen, beloved of his
memand Harbor. Of the oombined
and
Maurice L. Noyes has nearly finished thirteen years of age, at Ramford,
Born.
Family and comrades.
three
of
the
regiments
the two house* which he is building on Monday afternoon was bound over by
Resolved, That we extend our heart· * bership
here were In attendanoe 115, but with
court.
In
tbe
relatives.
to
the
municipal
felt sympathy
sorrowing
In Weat Parle, Aug. 2, to the wife of William
High Street, one the house for which ι Judge McCarthy
there was a iota!
1 he families and
Omer Bergeron and John Hughes
cellar was put in laat year by Malcolm
Resolved, that these resolutions be if about 800 guests at the affair, [. Pratt, a (laughter.
(
on the
people
In West Parla, Aug. 4, to the wife of Gerald
C. Briggs, and the other the one whicb • of Rumford are bound over
ipread upon the 'ecords of onr post, and
this seotlon
wlft, a son.
Bergeron ia the pro- ι copy sent to the Oxford Democrat for J1 kioong the veterans from
*as partly constructed by the late Or ι charge o' arson.
In Norway, Aug. β, to the wife of John Joseph
rerethe following:
and Haghes testitolehanty, a ion.
publication.
rington York at the time of bis accident printer of a pool room,
Stoneham.
Bait
A.
him
Blckford,
In
Henry
Norway, Aug. 4, to the wife of Hiram Calef.
)
Η. H. Maxim,
al death. Mr. Noyes expects to begii fied that Bergeron promised to pay
William H. Hrldghim, Ruckfleld.
daughter.
W. S. Stabbird, > Committee.
125 00 for setting the place on fire, whicb
soon on a bouse for his own occupancy
Oliver B. Coy, welchTllle.
In Albany, Jnly 96, to the wife of Arthur
Edward K. Hanson, Hiram.
be did. Bergeron ia under 13000 hail,
T. P. Hathaway, )
fillet*, a son.
on one of the lota which be purchased ol
In Mexloo, Aug. 4, to the wife of Frank
Charles A. Hersey, South Paris.
South Paris, Maine, Aug. 9th.
Mrs. Briggs oo the west side of Plot 11 and Hughes, who waa unable to get
a ion.
Bert Llttlefleld, East Stoneham.
'roctor,
Street
In Mexico. Aug. 5, to the wife of Dr. K. 0.
; bonds, is in jail.
Stephen McAUUter, Ea»t Stoneham.
Albion Moody, Stoneham.
faite, a ion.
overboard from a
Accidentally
falling
All west-bound trains on the Qram
In Mexico. Aug. 4, to the wife of Fred CharnThomaa Power·, Sonth Parla.
Do not forget that Dr. Seth Arnold's boat on the Madawaska stream on the
ier·, a daughter.
George Κ. Ripley, South Parla.
Trunk were late Thursday io con se
is tbe best known remedy for all 5tb. Rudolph Anderson, a young farmer
Balsam
W. Rowe, Brownfleld.
Sidney
qoence of the derailment of the forenooi ,
Jame· W. Stanford, Lo*ell.
bowel oomplainta. Warranted by the of New Sweden, waa drowned. Storm
express a short diatanoe this side ο 1I
Died.
Capt. William W. wbltmarah, Norway.
Anderson's companion, tried to
Chas. H. Howard Co.
Weffell,
Empire station. The train was runnini
The necrology report shows the deaths
save him and nearly lost his own life.
slowly and no one was injured. Trans
the year, from Oxford County of
In Augusta, Aag. β. Mrs. Josephine Charlotte
There la no article of wear in whicb Anderson leaves a widow and two ohil- \ luring
fera were made around the place, am I
ftllds, widow or Harrison Chllds, of West
ttodney N. Hall, South Paris; Franoil E. 'arts,
as a dren.
your comfort ao muoh depends on
the track was cleared late in the day
aged 78 years.
Jhaw, West Paris; Thomas N. Stowell,
In Buck field, Aug. 9, Edgar I. last m an, aged
The Norway engine and orew were draft I good fitting pair of glaaaaa.—β. Rlohiouth Paris.
vears.
7
With all the large wealth of the town,
ed to take the afternoon train to Islam I aida.
In Hebron, Aug. 9, Mrs. Kara Marshall.
the tax rate In Bar Harbor this year is
In Oxford, Aug. 9, Mn. Angle Smith Darts,
Pond. It la reported that the wrecl ,|
to
wasted.
Alio
stitchers
Shoe
girl·
la Bumford, Aug. 10b Mn. Annie, wife of
A postal savings hank will he establish- •34.60, «blob Is thought to be the highest
was due to defective work by · orei r
in this paper.
¥ 1111am Thatcher.
ad
See
earn.
la New fcngland.
which was
ed at Waat Bethel Sept. 5th.
switches.
··

-Summer CLEARANCE SALE of Footwear

NORWAY!

Worcester,

Norway, Main·.
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THE LAND OF

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

PUZZLEDOM.

No. 1430.—Charades.
L
My lint la a circle and talla tear or gleaj
town near the aaa:
a
second
popular
Μy
My third caa't bo off. tor on It must be;
My whole'· la tbo heavens, quite aoldlerty
ha.
IL
My flrat a useful feature aee;
My second never square win be.
And always part of my first you'll find;
My whole la both In your head combined.
IIL
My first may give you greatest cbeer,
But uncontrolled will give you tear;
My second's not for man. we know.
Though through the air he oft may so;
My whole on summer nights Is seen
In all the fields and forests green.
IV.
My first stands In the busy mill;
Is
the
place
My second

Where man may his refreshment find
If he be worn or 111;
My third Is first within the line.
But middle In the day;
My lost In autumn's sua appears

A golden waving way;
My whole Is very strongly bright
And stands for every shining light
—Youth's Compan'

FOR

SALE BY

DAYTON

N.

Everything

BOLSTER

No. 1431.—Double Acrostic.
When tbe words of this puzzle have
been guessed correctly aud placed one
below another, tbe lnltiuls, rending
downward, will spell the first name of

CO.

*f the greatest men our country
hue ever produced, and tbe finals will
spell his surname.
1. Δ spirit that can be burned in a
lamp tu make afternoou tea.
2. A band of robbers.
3. A kind of dried grape that is often

one

Millinery

in

found in puddings and cakes.
4. Like an angel.

greatly reduced prices.

at

Also

some

An exclamation used to call the
attention of a person at a distance.
5.

bargains in

0 Awe Inspiring.
7. To grieve.

Shirt Waists and Underwear.
MRS. L. C.

SMILEY,

The cross
certain speHee of bird.
words are:
1. A kluu of ammunition.
2. A precious stoue.
3. That which ull children enjoy.

a

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
Desirable Stand For Sale in
South Paris.

AND A HALK STORY HOUSE, suitable for either one or two rente. Nice «table
Four
44 feel Ionic. 2» foot addition for .storage
to Ave acres of good tillage land ami pasture for
All la good repair and will be told
two cows.

ONE

$11.00 to $25.00

Stable Blankets,
65c to

apprehend danger.

4.

To

5
β.
7.

A small wild animal.
A large wild animal.
A small bird.

No. 1433.—Beheadings.
Behead a chain of bones that supports the body and leave a tree: a
cooking utensil aud leave a puzzle: to
broil and leave a streamlet: value and

Driving Harness,

leave a grain.
No. 1434.—Illustrated

Zigzag.

$2.001

for Horse

Everything

and Stable.

FROTHINGHAM

W. 0.

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

and)

Stove Wood
Coal.

A. W. WALKER & SON, I
t*>i|

South Paris, Maine.

*

W

lOW price

bj

i

ON

out odd

patterns ami clean

tock.

At T. Y.

South

I9tf

Hathaway's Shop,
Maine.

Perl·,

Foley Kidney

TONIC IN ACTION

verj· famous, who lived In Philadelphia when the Declaration of Independence was slgued- St Nicholas.

Pills

QUICK IN RESULTS

No. 1435.—Enigma.
I'm fouud In nay. but not In do;
with him: I am with you:
not
I'm
I'm never fulse. but found In true;
I'm thoughtful oft. but never blue;

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE

Corner Main and Danforth

St*.,

MAINE.

NORWAY.
60

YEARS'

experience

Patents
Demon·
CoPvniaxTS Ac.

"■

In color not. but ain In hue;
A life with mem'rted sweet 1 strew
Of happy days—bo fust they flewt

BLADDER and all annoying URINARY

IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to

No. 1426.—Charade.
My* flret It Is dark, but my second la
bright
When In a cold tlrst at tts door you alight.
My third nils my ttrst with dismay and
affright.
Hut my whole cheer· my tlrat with It·
song of delight.

MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
HAVK

HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

8. A. D»t1v 657 Washington St., Connersvillet
lad., is in bin 80th year, lie writes as: "I have
lately «offered tuu..-h from my kidnej* and bladder 1 had severe backaches aud uiy kidney action
me to lone much sleep
was too frequent,
at night, and ia my bladder there was constant
pain. I took Foley Kidney Pills for some time,
aod am now free of all trouble and again able to
be up and around. Foley" Kidnoy Fills have mj

causing

has. F. Rid Ion,

'Irs,·? tisggfiffieBfz
t&ssssjswtt>psisst
for
pa&snM.
Oldest
ascu

aifoncy

nag

taken taruuith Muiui A Cx».
A4>(k«, without ahurit», In tk·

cicntific American.

indsomsJy Ulustmed wssklT. Unmt<fr
»
Alton of ur soéenuflc louroaL Term·. W
mont ti». IL ëoïl by ΊμηΜμ

ffitonr

4§ι&ϊγ£!β20
WANTED.

f who

good cook,

for genework, to care for us in our
Fashing done oat. Good pay.
U

a

illy.
N. PRINCE, Buckfleld, Ma.
nones.

ubscrlber

he
administrator of the

hereby rive· notice that

duly appointed

Waterford,
—... B. WASHBURN
ti. / County of Oxford, deceased, and given
ml# as the law directs. All persons having
lands against the estate of «aid deceased are
lred lo present the same for settlement, ami
Indebted thereto are requested to wake pay·
;nt lmmoilUtelT.
EZRA LEBJtOKB.
July l.sth, 1M1.
late of

■>

highest recommendation.
A. B. eiiURTLBrr 4*Λ>.,
S. E. NEWELL A CO.,

Key to Puzzledom.
2. The
Να 1421.-Kiddles: 1. Jay.
letter J.
No. 1422. Cu rtullments : I. Piper,
2
Pastel, paste,
pll>e. pip. pi. p.

South Parle.
Parle.

past. pus. pa. p.
Américanisme:
1423—Twelve
No.
Chnrles
Cotes worth
Oliver
Perry.
Plnckney. Ilenry Clay. John Howard
Daulel
Beujuiuln Franklin.
Payne.
Horace Greeley,
Webster.
(,'uptuin
J a mes
Lawrence.
Patrick
Henry,
.lames Otis.
Captain Nathan nule.
Abraham Lincoln.
No. 1424.—Primal Acrostic: Buffalo.
Cross Words: Bride, u tuber, frost.
Hour, album, liver, ocean.
Να 1425.—Pictured Word: Isinglass.
Να 142ft Beheadings:
Ap-pear, ba-

KILLthi couch

aho

CURE

TM»

LUNC8

King's
New Discovery
with

Dr.

for C8ÛSP8

JSBl

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OS MONET REFUNDED.

ton. w-asp.
No. 1427.—Charade:
At. ten. you,
ate—attenuate.
Word
Να
142R—nidden
Square:
Part. area. ream. tame.
No. 1429.—Numerical Enigmu: MosWords:
Quit. mum. Tom,
ijulta
moist.

GERANIUMS
and other

bedding:

Plants

in Pots and Boxes.

Also

*

SEEMED

GIVE

HIM

~A

NEW

"I suffered intensely after eating and
medicine or treatment I tried seemed
to do any Rood," writes Η. H. Youngpeter·, Editor of The Sun, Lake View,
Ohio. "The flret few doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets gave
me surprising relief and the second bottle seemed to give me a new stomach
no

Tomato Plants
at the

>nd perfectly good health."

GREENHOUSE,

«11 dealers.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

For sale by

"And you are not afraid to ask papa?"
a bold on bitn.
He
won't dare refuse me anything. Tbat
127,000 Rembrandt of his Isn't genuine.
I know the chap who painted It."

"Ob, no, I've got

E. P. CROCKETT,
Proprietor.

Do not allow your kidney and blsdder
trouble to develop beyond the reaoh of
medicine.
Take Poley Kidney Pille.
Grive quick results and stop irregularities
with surprising
A. E.
promptness.
Shurtieff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell
ft Co., Paris.

Farms for Sale.

Easy Ter·· and Lew Prices.
υ Acre· la South Gray, near good neighbor*,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he !
near church and school·. On Une
water,
gooo
has been duly appointed administrator of Cie
A great ch.uice to kety hens
rew electric road.
PitUU· Of
nd
raise
«sali
fruits,10 mile· to Portland.
Jt NATHAN S. HRRR1CK late of Norway.
In tbe Co inty of Oxford, deceased, and given
13 Acre· In Yarmouth, on bank of Royal River,
b«in<i# a# the law directe. AU persona having
on good street just out of the Tillage, good
demands against the estate of said deceased
orchard, two goo<i hen house·, flee «hade trees,
are desired to present the same for settlement,
six rooms, beat of
and all Indebted thereto an requested to make good lawn, cottage houae
water, near steam and electric cars, schools and
Immediately.
A pretty place.
mile to the sea.
1
churcbe·,
EUUENE t. SMITH.
18th, 1911.
Best of neighbor·.

"My wife and myself had another
foolish quarrel."
"What about."
"About where we would go If we bad
money enough to travel."

payment

NOTICE.

TO

STOMACH.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has
been duly appointed executor of the last will
and testament of
LVRKNA ABBOTT late of Norway,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as tbe law directs.
AU persons having
demands against the estate of sahl decease»! are
desired to present the same tor settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
KCQENE f. SMITH.
July 1Mb, 1911.

STUFFING

FOB BAKED FISH.

Mix in a bowl ooe cup and a half of
■oft bread cramba, half λ eup of melted
butter, half a teaspoooful of black pepper, one generous teaapoonful of chopped chlvea and aweet baail, balf a teaspoonful of obopped parsley and a scant
balf a teaspoon of salt. Two or three
raw

mushrooms, chopped fine,

good addition to this stuffing;
spoonful of mushroom catsup
used when fresh mushrooms

available.

4 Acre· iuat out beautiful tillage of Yarmouth,
Almost new
electric light In front of the house.
I building·, beat of aprlng water la the house,
haady to everything. A Une chance for a man
with a little money to keep hena and work In the
mills. Will exchange tor larger farm·, τ 11 liage
or city property.

"There

seems to be a penalty provided
everything but stealing a man's
laugbter."
"There's a penalty for that, too."

'or

1

"I'd like to know what It la."
"Hard labor for life."

Cuts and bruises may be healed In
F". A. KNIGHT,
ibout one-third the time required by the
Box as,
isnal treatment by applying ChamberYARMOUTH VILLE,
MAINE. !
1 aln'a Liniment
It is an antiaeptlo and
lOtt
isuses such Injurie· to heal
without
saturation. This liniment also relieves
toreness of the muscles and rheumatio

ftLETSBOMEMAK VQUnftHONHMBMl·
1 wins.
UtbIb
rttf
iiigt
Hit

laajl

in<

/

a

are

a

table-

may be
are not

For sale by ail dealers.

er

"No. air"

"Ever work In
"No. sir."
"How do

you

a

factoryT*
know

oars

Is th·

beet7"
"Because It takes longest to break

Into It"

APPLE DUMPLINGS.
"I'm a reformed burglar."
Make flaky pastry, using two cups of
He got the job.-Chicago Tribun*
water
and
Hour, half a cup of ahortenlng,
as needed, folding in at the last two or
An Immense Flower
three level tablespoonfuls of butter.
The largent of ail the flowers of the
Roll the pastry into a sheet and cut into
narounds large enough to enolose an apple. world Is suld to be the raffleela, a
Have ready some pared and cored apples, tive of Sumatra, so called after 81r
cooked in a cup, each, of sugar and Stamford Raffles. This Immense flowwatef until tender but not broken, and er Is composed of five round petals of
then cooled. Set an apple on each a brlcklsb color, each measuring a foot
piece of paste, and enclose it securely. across. These are covered with nuHave the paste smooth on top, brush
merous
Irregular yellowish white
over with beaten yolk of egg and dredge
The petals surround a cup
swellings.
fifabout
with granulated sugar. Bake
bard nearly a foot wide, the margin of
teen minutes.
Serve hot with
whlcb bears the stamens. The cup of
sauce.
the raffleela la filled with a fleshy
DUMPLING.
APPLE
disk, the upper surface of whlcb la
Slice four or five pared apples into a covered with projections like miniabuttered dish, sprinkle witbfe scant half
ture cows' horns. The cup when free
a teaspoonful of salt and two or three
from its contents will bold about
tablespounfuls of water. Sift together
The flower weighs about
one cup and a half of sifted flour, one- twelve pints.
fourth a teaspoonful of salt and three fifteen pounds and la very thick, the
level teaspoonfule of baking powder; petals being three-quarters of an Inch.
with the tips of the fingers work in two —Scientific American.
or three tablespoonfuls of butter, then
add milk, a little at a time, and with a
Rhinoceros Horns.
knife work to a soft dough. Spread the
The horns of the African rhinoceros
Bake
over
the
apples.
prepared
dough
eometlmea grow to the length of four
about twenty-five minutes. Serve hot
rhinoceros borna
with butter and syrup. To serve, turn feet In olden times
the dumpling from the dish so ae to were employed for drinking cups by
have the apple upwards.
royal personages, tfce notion being
that poison put Into them would sbow
GELATINE BLANC MANGE WITH BLACKItself by bubbling. There may have

truth In thp idea, lnasmurb
Μ many of the ancient poisons were
acids, and these nclds would decompose the horny material very quickly.

been

some

The ingredients needed are one tablespoonful and a balf of granulated gelatine, one-third a cup of cold milk, two
and one-half cups of hot milk, one-third
—London Teleprnpb.
a cup of granulated sugar and half a teaspoonful of orange extract. Let the
gelatine stand in the cold milk until tbe LOSS OF TIME MEANS LOSS OF
milk is absorbed; add tbe hot milk and
PAY.
tbe sugar and stir until dissolved; strain,
and the ills it breed*
trouble
Kidney
add tbe extract and turn into a mold.
means lost time and lost pay to many a
Wben cold and "set," unmold, surround
M. Baient, 1214 Little
man.
with blackberries and serve with cream working
Peona St., Streator, III., was in bad from
and sugar.
kidney and bladder trouble that be
BANANA SUNDAE, PLAIN.
could not work, but be aays: "I took
time
Select a small banana; peel, scrape off Foley Kidney Pills for only a short
tbe coarse threads and cut in halves, and got entirely well and was soon able
and am feeling well
lengtbwiee. Set above the banana two to go back to work,
mounds of vanilla ice cream, pipe a little and healthier than before." Foley Kidquick in rewhipped cream over each mound, ney Pille are tonic in toaction,
the working man
friend
sprikle with grated sweet chocolate and sults—a good
or woman who suffers from kidney ills.
set a maraschino cherry in tbe centre.
A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Pari»; S. E.
BANANA NUT SUNDAE.
Newell Λ Co., Paris.
Prepare tbe banana as above; set a
"If nature had intended man to tly,"
mound of ice cream on each end of the
"she would
banana; let one be of vanilla and tbe said the positive person,
other of caramel ice cream; pipe whip- have given bim wings."
"I suppose, then," replied the aviator,
ped cream on the banana between the
if man were intended to travel by
mounds of ice cream,
pour caramel "that
water be would be web footed."
syrup over the vanilla cream and chocolate syrup over the caramel
cream;
Cream Balm has been tried and
sprinkle with chopped almonds, brown- notEly's
thousands of
found wanting In
ed in the oven, and set a cherry on top
homes all over the country. It bas won
of tbe whipped cream.
Serve these
a place In the family medicine closet
"banana splits'1 on oval or oblong dishes
among the reliable household remedies,
of glass or silver.
where it is kept at band for use in treatCHOCOLATE CAKE.
ing cold in the bead just as soon as some
the
Two cups of sugar, one-fourth a cup member of the household begins
It
of butter, two egg yolks, one cup of hot preliminary sneezing or snuffing.
relief and a day or two's
water, three cups of sifted flour, three gives immediate
a
to a cold which
teaspoonfule of baking powder, one- treatment will put stop
fourth a cake of chocolate, two teaspoon· might, if not checked, become chronic
aud run into a bad case of catarrh.
one-fourth a
fuis of

teaspoonful

of salt. Cream tbe butter; add one cup
of sugar and tbe egg yolks, beaten very
light. Diesolve the chocolate in a dish
placed over a pan of hot water; add one
cup of sugar, tbe hot water, and let
come to a boil; stir into first mixture.
Sift in flour,» baking powder, and salt;
add vanilla. Beat mixture thoroughly
until air bubbles appear.* Fill buttered

"There's no use in talking," said Mr.
DuatinStaz; "this corporation of ours
will have to dissolve."
"Bow will you go about it?"
"I don't know. The only way I know
of to dissolve things is to keep putting
water into them."

ASTHMA AND SUMMER COLDS
Muet be relieved quickly and Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound will do it. E.
M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St., Chicago,
writes: "I have been greatly troubled
during the bot summer mouths with
Hay Fever and find that by using Foley's
Hooey and Tar Compound I get great reHAY FEVER,

Pubilc Welfare

MAINE SAYvm IT OUT"
«ration's

a

Experience In the ProhibiDealing With a Gi-

gantic Evil-Why Exchange
Policy For One That

cessful

SucHas

Failed

t
quor traffic was the persona one that
liquor was bad for the Individual. U
ruined the homes, it killed the table
it filled the almshouses and It was
the basis for most of the crimes and
This is all tru
the misdemeanors.
today as It was then but the method
of attack is different. The Idea was
then to snatch the brand from the
burning and persuade the men to take
the pledge to refrain from the use of

one

cup

a

cap, eaoh,

of honey and sugar with two tablespoonTeacher—What la the capital of Ohio?
rule of water. Heat over the fire until Think carefully; It was named after one
it forms a thread. ^Remove and beat in of the greatest men that ever lived.
the stiff-whipped white of an egg. Beat
"Jack Johnson."
sonstantly until the mixture cools and
is soft and thick like cream.
Spread
Buy it sow. Now is the time to buy a
between the layers and on top of oake.
bottle of Cbamberlain'a Colic, Cholera
It ia almost
and Diarrhœa Remedy.
ORAPE PUNCH.
certain to be needed before the summer
To one quart of grape jnio·, add the is over. Tbia
remedy baa no auperior.
iuice of foar lemons and six oranges, For aale bj all dealera.
irith one cup of sugar; when the sugar
s dissolved, add one quart of water and
Tommy—I don't think annty will atay;
et chill on ice. When ready to aarva
ahe didn't bring her trunk.
ι idd a few sprigs of mint.
Johnny—Huh! Look bow long the
COOKIES.
baby baa stayed, and be didn't bring

cup of butter, one cnp of anything.
egg, grating of orange or
j emon rind, one-half a cup of tblok sour
Foley Kidney Pilla will check the
ι nllk, one-fourth a teaspoonful of aoda, progress of your kidney and
bladder
1 wo cnps of flonr, two level teaspoon- troubla and heal by removing the oauae.
j uls of baking powder.—Boston Cooking Try tbem. ▲. I. Shurtleff Co., South
I lohool Magasin·.
Parla; 8. Κ. Newell à Go., Parla.

One-half

ι lugar,

one

/

a

cure

year.

ville,

50 cents at Chas. H. Howard
druggists every where.

largest city le Indianapolis.

the
better.
change would be for
Among those Institutions that need to
go off and ?et a reputation before they
are entitled to respect, the saloon is
probably In the first rank.
aiiuon.

Payment by check provides indisputable

ceipts

in the form of your returned cancelled
We offer the services oi

ESTABLISHED

strong, sound National

a

Bank to the small

glasses

MAINE.

Separator Today

U. S. Cream Separator

ME.

You do not care who invented the cream separator —or
which separator was first in the field.
You want to know which is the best separator today
—which is the most improved.
The United States Separator has demonstrated its
absolute and complete superiority over all other separators. It holds the World's Record for closest

skimming.

It was awarded the only Grand Prize at Seattle,

1911

1909.

Don't buy any separator until you have
asked us about the United States.
Better ask TODAY.

Hebron Academy
Prepares thoroughly

BANK

is the

iwill tell you

j

1804

NATIONAL

NORWAY,

Best

,

PARIS.

well

The

j

S. RICHARDS.

SOUTH

as

the large depositor.

NORWAY
OF

If you don't need

re-

checks.

33-351

After

mature deliberation the Dally Star ο I
that city says editorially: The American ealo<ft has so conducted Itself
that wherever It Is. the decent citizen feels that It ehould be somewhere
else- whatever the closing hour Is,
some other and earlier tour would be
more proper; whatever the law is any

kept in absolute security.

Your money will be

THE

so.

50N,

Norway National Bank

I

as

to feenre.

right.

Depositor

a

Co.'s, and

NOT MUCH.
Your eyes may not trouble you much
—just a little now and then. But if you
neglect them, tboee occasional reminders
that something is wrong will develop into a constant aunoyauce.
The muscles after enduring the strain
for weeks or months will be in a weakcued condition that makes relief harder

is

PARIS, MAINE.

1872

state?

In the "wet" state of Indiana the

price

WITH THE

bad only a light "fuzz" on my head.
Now 1 bave a good thick growth, and it
is growing thicker and longer right
along. Many people don't believe it can
bo done, but I know from my own experience with Parisian Sage tbal it can; I
can recommend it in the fullest contl
deuce."—Gainse Brown, 708 North Fillmore St., Maryville, Mo.
The above statement wan made to Dr.
C. D. Kocb of the Koch Pharmacy, MaryMo., April 29, 1011. Large bottle

point. It was said by the sociologist
that liquor was the chief factor in
the making of criminals and paupers,
the physiologists discovered that Insanity was Increased by the use of liquor.
Practical administrators of
great enterprises came to regard It
Phvas a menace to their business.
Blclans declared that alcohol had no
curative power and Increased rather
than diminished the tendency to tuberculous diseases. Now there Is no
well-Informed person that gives alcoholic liquors any credit for good, and

80 8AV WE ALL OF U8.

Become

grower, beautifler and dandruff
have never been disappointed. Here's
the word of a person who took our word.
'Ί bave bceu using Parisian Sage
When 1 began using it I
about a

and restrictions were made closer.
The reply to this method of attack on
the part of the liquor dealers was the
formation of associations for the purpose of controlling politics.
Then came the investigation of the
standsubjects from the scientific

colleges

for all

and scientific schools.
College, Classical and English courses.
Location ideal for high mountain air,
pure water and quiot environment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
Fall Term Opens Tuesday, Sept. II, 1911.

Catalog on request. Address the prin\V. E. SARGENT, Litt. I).,
cipal,
Hebron, Maine.
42-37

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE

Γ. M. DAVIS. AGENT.

l. S. BILLINGS

see

I HtnKûf* °* All Kinds *or

LUillUCr

Building Purposes.

EXECUTOR'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
\NT to
license from the Honorable
Shingles,
Judge of Probate, for ihe County of Ox- DUR SPECIALTIE3-Paroid Roofing,
PUIWU
t^e second
ford, 1 shall cell at public Miction,
o'clock In the
■la; of Septemlier Λ.Ι». 19? 1, at
etc.
the premises, a.I the right, title A.pple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing,
afternoon,
and Interest which .Sarah J. Martin, late of said
α

on

Many attempts "have been made at
one
on
various times by well meaning mon
The late Ox for. I, dcceu*. i|, hail In ami tr> Ihe following
to "Improve" the saloon.
the home-tea·) of the
real estate, viz.
Bishop Potter of the Episcopal church described
situate·) on liack Street, tn
Sarah J.

SUFFERING

Blend together one-half

Peoole who have taken our word for
it tbat Parisian Sage is the real hair

It was entirely a personal
offered.
affair both on the side of the temperance people and on the part of the
liquor people. After awhile the public
conscience was aroused by the wholesale debauchery of politics by the
quor element. Then to moral suasion
Idea
was addd the "good citizenship

traffic^

SOUTH

Here's Some Important News
for Men Who are
Growing: Bald.

liquor. The liquor men laughed at
the pledge and alleged that it would
be kept only until the next drink was

use.
all unite In condemning their
Economists have found that the saloon does not decrease the tax rate
As a cold
but rather increases It.
business proposition liquor Is bad and
only bad. The only question le. How
and
beet can It be discountenanced
driven out. or how small can its use
me made." Maine says. 'Cut It out entirely." And Maine has prospered V
this
In
a generation's experience
Is
method of dealing with the
method
it good tense to exchange a
that has proved good for one that has
not been tried successfully in this

see our

A. W. WALKER &

It Grows Hair

only
&«&1ηβ* *6 '

A good many yean, ago the

ne mouci

and

DEERING MOWERS,
RAKES AND TEDDERS.

Gen-1

tion Method of

argument advanced

HAY WITH.

buying

And Maine Has Prospered In

RIGHT*

Mowing Machine

Barring Saloons Works For The ;

lief." Many others who suffer similarly
benefit by Mr. Stewart's in New York started a "model" saloon
a thread will be glad to
A. E. Shurtleff Co., South some years ago. He held that the
three inches long when dropped from tip experience.
of spoon. Beat the whites of two eggs Paris; S. E. Newell ά Co., Paris.
saloon that was run strictly according
very stiff. Pour syrup in tiny stream
Friend—So your nephew refuses to to the law, that refused drink to inover beaten whites, beating mixture conwork. Maybe he i> what they call "gift- toxicated persons and minors and in
stantly; add two teaspoonfuls of vanilla, ed."
fact wa3 conducted In a highly "respe>
and continue beating until of right conUncle—I should say he waa. I've able" manner would be successful.
sistency to spread.
more
him everything he has and
This saloon went Into bankruptcy in
One ounce of melted chocolate may be given
too.
a few months. A "respectable" saloon
mixed with one-half of the frosting as
succeed because the majority of
beaten
soon as syrup is poured over
An ordinary case of diarrhœa can, as a cannot
eggs. Cover cake tirit with white frostbe cured by a single dose of Cham- the patrons of the saloon are not the
rule,
ing and allow to dry; meanwhile, keep berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea people who want respectability. They
dish containing chocolate frosting in a
Remedy. This remedy has no superior want liquor and they want all the
pan of warm water to prevent becoming for bowel oomplaints. For sale by all
things that go with liquor. The saWhen first frosting is dry,
too hard.
deal ere.
loon is a vice-center and not a socover with chocolate frosting.
cial center. It is for "booze" first und
"You seem to get a great deal of
PINEAPPLE PIE.
last.
of
business."
out
Cut a good sized apple io halves. Peel, pleasure
"Yes," replied Mr. DustinStax, "after Experience In the Saloon Business.
run through the food chopper, saving all
have fretted over a golf match there's
the juice. Add .to pineapple one level I
Experience is a dear teacher, but
rests me up like getting back to
fools will learn from none other.
tablespoonful of flour, one egg, the yolk nothing
wbnre I can have everything
desk,
my
of another (save the white for frosting)
of
Delaware is a little state, full
own way."
and one-half a cup of sugar. Stir ail my
saloons. The revenues received from
and
with
one
bake
crust.
together well
WOMAN
MANY A
all sourccs of the liquor business for
This should make one pie; if not quite
herself painfully through her New Castle county totalled In 1910
Drags
add
a
little
when
baked
enough
water;
from backache,
beat the whitoof egg dry, then beat in daily tasks, suffering
$68,591.80. The cost of the saloon to
loss of appetite
or
Mew castle county was |li>d,17(i
four tablespoonfuls of sugar and spread headache, nervousness,
and poor sleep, not knowing her ills are
the entire
over the pie.
about eighty percent of
due to kidney and bladder troubles.
sum used for the police, Judges, almsAND RAISIN PUDDINQ. Foley Kidney Pills give quick relief from
STEAMED FIO
house and other agencies for the raie
return
and
a
and
misery,
prompt
One cup each of chopped figs, raisins, pain
No woman who of pauperism and crime. Besides this
to health and strength.
suet and molasses.
One teaspoonful of
ao suffers can afford to overlook Folev
it cost the county for dependents, chilginger, one teaspoonful of cinnamon, <
Pills. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South dren and Insane $42,840.63 or a grand
half a nutmeg, one-fourth a teaspoonful Kidney
S. E. Neweli & Co., Paris.
total of $198,016.93. Subtract from this
of salt, one cup of sweet milk, one tea- Paris;
sum $68,591.80 and you have $129,425.spoonful of soda, two and three-quarters
A little lad was desperately ill, but re
Thl*
cups of dour. Roll fruit in dour. Mix fused to tak· the medicine the doctor 13 as the loss to the county.
liquids and suet, stir in soda and part of had left. At last bia mother gave him was made up by taxing the property
flour last, add fruit and the rest of flour.
One would think that senwill die; my boy will holders.
Puur in a buttered tin and let steam up. "Oh, my boy
would become weary of
she sobbed.
sible
die,"
people
three hours. Serve hot with caramel
But a voice spoke from the bed. that sort of a burden.
sauce.
This is good re-steamed and it
"Don't cry, mother. Fatber'U be home
keeps in a cool place for a week.
soon and he'll make me take it."
Can·· and Sword· In Porto Rico.
CARAMEL SAUCE.
Of all people perhaps none are more
woman
A well known Des Moines
One cup of sugar browned in a basin,
fond of canes or more skilled in their
two tablespoonfuls
of
starch after suffering miserably for two days use than our fellow citizens of Porto
corn
one
was
cured
from
bowel
by
complaint,
smoothed in cold water, two cups of hot
Rico. The walking stick In that Island
water added to browned sugar.
Stir in dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
would seem to mark social distinctions
ail
For
sale
and
Diarrhœa
by
Remedy.
corn starch, let cook ten minutes and
among men as fane do among women.
add butter the size of a large walnut. dealera.
Every 8panlard bas a cane, the well
Take from Are and flavor with a teaand the gilded youth
spoonful of vanilla. Serve hot.
THIS EDITOR IS EVIDENTLY A to do own several,
often have ι small arsenal of wh Iking
BACHELOR.
r
RHUBARB PIE WITH EOOS.
The term "arsenal" is used ad
If you are aingle and oontemplate mar- sticks.
This can be cut hot and the juice will
remember that you must not only vlaedly, as the Porto Rlcans. like the
riage,
not all run ont as with the old way of
work harder and have less, but that the Spaniards, have quite a fondness for
making rhubarb pie. Cat one and oneof a corset hung over the back of sword canes and dagger canes, and
•ight
half cups of rhubarb in pieces and ponr
a chair will
you every morning for they make these wltli remarkable skill.
boiling water over to cover. Let stand the balaooe greet
of your life.—Topeka Capi- The blades of the Oner specimens come
to cool, drain off the water and put into
tal.
from famous smiths In Toledo and oth
paste-lined pie tin; this Is for oneoomBeat one egg, the jolk
mon sized pie.
er Spnnlsh cities and are forged from
More people, men and women, are the finest steel. Some are damascened,
of aoother (save white for frosting), one
level tablespoonful of flonr, three-fourths suffering from
kidney and bladder and others are Inlaid with silver and
a cup of sugar and one-fourth a tea- trouble than ever befdre, and each year
gold: some have worked upon them the
ipoonful of oinnamon in a bowl. Spread more of tbem turn for quick relief and name of the owner and others the
well over rhubarb in tin and bake with permanent benefit to Foley's Kidney
run saint—Philadelphia
one crust.
Bake well to cook rhubarb Remedy, which bas proven itself to be nnme of a put
tender. Frost the top with white of one of the moat effective remedies for RecOiti.
egg saved, and three level tableapoonfnls kidney and bladder ailments, that mediof sugar; brown slightly in a cool oven. cal science has devisrd. A. E. Shurtleff
All In Good Tim·.
Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell Λ Co.,
Chnmp Clnrk at a dinner io WashHONEY F1LLIN8 FOR LAYER CAKE.
Paria.
Indulgence for a some-

Cook two cups of sugar and
of water until syrup will make

there is one
In treâtlnf a headache,
nee any
lafe rule to follow:—Never
o* similar
nedlclne containing acetviilid ad vie·
the
:oal-tar derivatives without
give
it your-/ physician. They may never
temporary relief, but they almost
and are
TO CUT
reach the cause of the trouble
the heart The most
weaken
to
likely form of headache, frequently
îommon
from a I
Sailed sick headache, arising
1 before
call
lisordered stomach, may be avoided
Shun
by care in the choice of food.
line
of
take time
pastry, candy and rich food,
and
food
thoroughly
chew
your
ko eat,
by
keep your bowels in good condition of
to one teaspoonful
one-half
using
each
L Γ. Atwood's Medicine after has
tneaL This old reliable remedy
thousands
been a perfect blessing to
a bottle today,
W
Get
JfCAAD*
for
ΙΟΓ sixty
BUI/ years.
-ι'
Haalar
dealer
and prove it for yourself. Any
or we mail
has it for thirty-five cents,
ffone better. The
L. P. Media free sample on request
» Co, Portland, M·.

PROPOSITION

I

AUTO WAGONS ARE ALL
BUT YOU WANT A

Headaches and M Treatment.

BUSINESS

dull In our line."

"Well. If you need one let me know,"
said the applicant for a job. ."I'd rather sell jour safe than any there la la
the market Ifs the beat"
"Are yon an expert Γ
"Tee. sir. I khow all there Is to be
known about safes."
"Ever den I in themî"

"How do you know that?"

cake pans about one and one-half inches
thick with cake dough. If thicker than
this, too hot an oven will be required
to bake it, and it will burn.
Bake in a
below uuother, the zigzag. beginning moderate oven thirty to
forty minutes,
eudat the upper left hand letter anil
or until wben pressed lightly with tbe
ing with the lower left baud letter, finger the cake will spring back.
will spell the un tue uf a wuuiau now
FROSTING.
All of the uitie pictured objects may
be described by words of equal length.
When rightly guessed uud written one

KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the

—

ol Carpets
I

H. E3. Eaton,

RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of tb|
—

Recipe·.

vanilla,

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

Edgings,

U

BEBBIES.

No. 1432.—Zigzag Puzzle.
Each word of this zigzag contains
four letters. If the words are rightly
guessed and wçjtten one below another In correct order their zigzag letters. beginning with the upi>er left
hand letter and ending with tbe lower
left hnml letter will spell the name of

MillineryFancy Goods

Harness and Blankets

a.

of Interest to U» ladle·
solicited. Address Editor Homiuiai
South Paris, Me.
Oxford
Democrat,
Column,

Oomepondenoe on toploa

A 8trong Recommendation.
"We are not taking on any new
traveling men Just now." the safe
manufacturer said. "Business It rath-

Martin,
Village.
Datcil at Oxfonl, this 23th day of July. lull
FRANK P. MARTIN.

late
Ox for·!

the congregation shouted irascibly:
"
'Meat, mm! Give us meatr

STATE OF MAINE,
Oxford, 88.

Tothc Honorable Jnstlcc of the .Supreme
clal Court, next to be holden at Parte, within
and for the County of Oxford, on the second
Tuesday of October, Λ. D. lull :
Respectfully represent» Helen M. Bird, of
Magalloway Plantation, in the County of Oxford and State of Maine, that she was lawfully
married to Henry E. Hlnl, then of Wentworth'a
Location In the State of Now Hampshire, but
now of parts unknown to your libellant, at Magalloway Plantation In said County and State,
on the eighteenth day of October, 11NX, and lived
with him as hie wife at said Magalloway Planta
tlon till about the twentieth day of September,
101»; that «he has always conducted herself aa a
faithful wife toward the said Henry E. Bird,
but he, regardless of his \owa and duty, wa«>
gulltv of cruel and abuhlve treatment toward
lier (furlng the time they lived together, an·! that
he was also guilty of gross and contlimed habits
of Intoxication. And your libellant further avers
ot known
mat the residence of said llbellee Is
ίο her. and that It cannot be asceitalned by
reasonable diligence.
Wfierelore she prays that the bonds ol matrl
mony now existing between her and the said
Henry E. Bird l>e dissolved, anil that her name
be changed to Helen M. Wilson.
Dated at Paris, this 21st day of July, A. D

-Pittsburg Gaaette-Timea.

carving.'

"

A 8t«ady Watch.
said lira. Gloontp at dinner. looking down at her watch, but
speaking to Mr. Gloonip on the other
aide of the tabla, "my watch hasn't varied a second in a week."
"Remarkable!" said Mr. Gloonip.
■How did you gat tt to vary m Uttlaf

"Henry."

Π bisk· tht laalnmtia,*

■!uill

1911.

HELEN M.

BILLINGS, South Paris,

Me.

L. S.

C. E. TOLMAN & CO.,

Pythian

Block,

SOUTH PARIS,

INSURANCE,

me.

New Baxter UuiMing,
PORTLAND, MB.

PIANOS d. ORGANS.

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

BIRD.

Send for Catalogue.

STATE OK MAINE.
July 31st, 1911.
the above-name·! Helen
appeared
Personally
M. Illrti and ma.le oath to the truth of the foregoing allegations, and particularly as to the
residence of said llbellee.
Before me, H. W. KICKKTT,
Justice of the Peace.
OXfOHD,

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

88.

South Paris.

STATE ΟΓ MAINE.
County or

Oxroui), 88:

(MAI»)
Supreme Judicial Court,

In Vacation
August 2, A. D. lull.
Upon tiie Fokkootno Liukl, ORDERED,
That the Libelant give notice to the said lleorv
K. Mrd.l.llielcc.to appear before the Justice of
oui Supreme J u<llclal Court, to be holden at Paris,
within and for the County of Oxford, on the
second Tuesday of October, A. D. llii 1, by
publishing an attested copy of sal>i libel anil
this order thereon, three weeks successively In
the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper prlnte<i In
Ι'βτΐβ, In our County of Oxford, the last ptihll
ration to be 30 days at least prl .r to said second
Tuesday of Oct.. lull, that he may there aud
then tn our said court appearand show cause
If any be have why ihe prayer of said libelant
phouid not be granted

GEO. E. BIRD,

Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy of libel and order of court then-on.
Attest: CHARLES P. WHITMAN, Clerk.

[SEAL.]

Jam km S.

All

Whiuht, Es».
Attorney for libit.

ready

lo your

to

(Drfcwd County AfcMa)
a Line of Cars we would earnestly
recommend to be looked over, if yoa are

ERE is

Plumbing:

Install Gasoline Pumping
for Water Supply.

L.

Model

32-Î4

With the Beit of Plumbing Material.

prospective buyer. It is a pioneer and
by a concern that has never failed
to give honest value and fair, square treat-

a

built

Also

Engines

NORWAY. MAINE

M. LONGLEY.

ment to every owner.

PARKER'S
hair balsam

Propriatort

ClMUM sad bcamlflat tb« balr.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Hsvsr Tails to Barter· Oray
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Ouxm scalp dimm ft hair falling.

FOR

■c,and|L00»t Dragtsfc

I3tf

Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

For Sale.
Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M.

R. F. D.

a,

GREELY,

South I^aris, Me.

tet

us

If interested let

us

talk with you.

ORCHARD GARAGE "SBS*
SPRING AND SUMMER.

1000

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Delivered at any station on the
Srand Trunk between Berlin and

Portland.

"•Well.* said Dr. Thirdly promptly,

'hold on. then, till I'm done

There

Executor of the Estate of Sarah J. Martin

ington plendod
what rambling speaker.

"Η*·ΊΙ urrlve." he said, "if you'll gire
him 'line. He Is like Dr. Thirdly.
"Dr Thirdly was dlridlng up bis
termon Into appropriate heads one
Sundny morning when a member of

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing.
other makes, but Paroid is the best

ire

Samples.
4

take your order NOW for the Latest

nd Best

styles

of Embroidered Swiss in white

Colors, Tissue de Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc
Vais tings, Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
In fact, it costs you nothing to look at 1000
rew Spring Fabrics, at
nd

M ERR ITT WELCH,
IORWAY,

mains.

